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ORL allocates
$70,000 for
hall programs
by Jennie Carroll
staffwriter

JOSHUA SEELY/THE BREEZE

German exchange students Ian Fraedrich Oeft)
to coma to universities in the United States.

Nas Macheel will encourage others

German exchange students
adjust to U.S. attitude, culture
by Matt Warner
staff writer
Some JMU students are adjusting to more than
just the usual back-to-school stress — they're trying
to speak, leam and absorb a whole new way of life.
Nils Macheel and Jan Fraedrich are from the
Fachhochschule Nordostniedersachsen, a public
business university near Hamburg in LQneburg,
Germany. They are the first undergraduates from that
school to study in the United States.
The two 25-year-olds came here "for studying, to
leam the language and to experience the culture,''
Macheel said. Here for only a semester, they're
taking history, political science and economics
courses. They will return home in February.
Macheel, who is visiting America for the first
time, said his experience so far has been filled with
cultural differences.
For him, the idea of actually having to pay your
own tuition is unusual, because public universities in
Germany are nee except for living expenses.
"At universities in Germany, we don't really have
people living and studying on campus," the Hoffman
Hall resident said in his near-perfect English.

Also at JMU this semester are 19 students from
the European Business School in Oestrich Winkel, a
private university near Frankfurt The spokeswoman
for this semester's participants in the school's
exchange program is 23-year-old student Katja
Krazter.
"Germans put a lot more emphasis on
international education; we're a much smaller
country than you guys are. We're always going
abroad," she said.
But when it comes down to fun, the exchange
students are like their American counterparts. When
the BBS visitors were asked what they like about
America, they volunteered a chorus of familiar
responses: "Beer!" "Good food!" and "Parties!"
"We were very impressed with the welcome we
got here," Krazter said. "Everything was so
organized, and the people are very friendly."
Macheel said, "The clothing here is really cheap
for us right now. Can you imagine paying $90 for a
pair of Levi's like in Germany?"
Fraedrich, who visited the United States last year
for an East Coast bike trip, said at first he was
amused with the way people dress.
GERMANS page 5

On-campus residents may be getting a lot more
than just ice cream socials and movie nights from
their residence halls this year.
The Office of Residence Life has allocated nearly
$70,000 this year toward hall entertainment
programs, resident adviser training and security
seminars. Last year, ORL spent about $3,300 on
entertainment programs.
James McConnel, the director of residence life,
said that part of the $22,030 now planned for
entertainment programs came from money allocated
to pay utility bills. Utilities ended up costing much
less than ORL had figured, so the extra funds went to
entertainment programming.
"Through better financial management we were
able to say "These are our expenses, but we are not
spending much of this money, so let's put it into
programming,'" he said.
The other part of the increase came from pooling
small amounts of money scattered throughout the
ORL budget into $47,930 that will be used for
substance abuse programs, safety programs and RA
training.
Chris Howard, Shorts Hall director, said that he
felt the increase in program spending would help
ORL panel
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ORL
COHTMVED from page J
motivate the RA's and give them the "opportunity to
make more programs without ail of the financial
worries.
"In the past, a lot of ideas like white water rafting,
or camping would come up, but these things cost
money. The RAs knew that residents would not want
to pay out of their own pockets so these ideas were
shot down," he said. "Now that we have the funds
we won't be afraid to ask to do these type of
activities."
In past years, total residence life programming was
funded across five different budget areas. This year
JMU consolidated these funds into one central
budget for residence life programming.
The budget was centralized so that the
administration could better trace where money is
going and what the university is getting out of its
residence life programming, McConnel said.
The effect on housing prices because of these
increases will be minimal, he said. Actual housing
costs rose from $1,103 to $1,145 this year.
McConnel said that there were also philosophical
reasons for the shift of budget money towards
programming.
"Two years ago while we were looking at our
expenses, we realized that about one-tenth of 1
percent of our money was going into student
programming.
"Where your dollars are committed is a reflection
of what you value. I felt the amount of money in
programming didn't show that we were valuing our
student programs,'' he said. "The administration was
not holding up its end of the bar/sain."

MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE

Feeling the music
Bassist Wn Woodard and drummer Rick Hollander performed Jazz in Wilson Hal
Monday night as part of the Rick Hollander Quartet.

Residents get compensation for construction
by Nicole Motley
contributing writer
Residents of Ashby and Converse halls received
$25 gift certificates to the JMU bookstore from the
Nielsen Construction Co. early last week. Resident
advisers have been distributing the 191 gift
certificates since Thursday.
Nielsen Construction is building the new residence
hall on the west end of the quad and the addition to
the Warren Campus Center.
Anne Kunkle, a sophomore in Converse, said that
construction trucks and bulldozers begin
construction between 7 and 8 a.m.
"It is a pain, because I have an 8 o'clock in
Anthony-Seeger and I have to walk all around the
construction. Sometimes it is easier just to go
through Harrison to get to the quad," Kunkle said.
With construction underway on Warn pier Hall,

representatives of Nielsen Construction said they
wanted to do something for those students who are
directly adjacent to the construction site.
"We knew we were going to be inconveniencing
the students in these dorms with noise and dust," said
John Neff, president of Nielsen Construction Co. "It
was just a gesture on our part to excuse the
inconvenience."
Director of Residence Life Jim McConnel said, "It
was strictly funds from Nielsen Construction
Company that paid for the gift certificates."
Neff said with school just beginning, Nielson
Construction thought the gift certificates would be
more appropriate due to the expenses of textbooks
and supplies.
This gesture has been widely accepted by the
residents of both Bluestone halls. Although the gift
certificates don't expire until next year, 83 of the
certificates had already been redeemed by Tuesday,

said Patty Sarb, director of retail and postal services.
Converse Hall Director Pamela Anthony said,
"Everyone was surprised because no one was
expecting compensation for the construction."
Although Nielsen is also currently building the
addition to WCC, Hillside residents did not receive
gift certificates.
Freshman Kevin Cavanaugh, a Hillside resident
said, "It is kind of unfair. We have to put up with a
lot of stuff, too. If they are getting it (gift
certificates), we should get it, too."
Neff said, "In this project (Wampler Hall), we are
directly working within Ashby Hall, so there is a
difference."
Currently, Nielsen is not working within Converse
Hall. In the future, however, the company will be
directly involved with both Bluestone dorms.
The gift certificates were not provided by the
construction company for publicity, Neff said.
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Freshman lockup
Dorms secured all day forJMU's newest students
by Cindy Handier
contributing writer
JMU freshmen are now living behind locked
doors. The nine freshman residence halls are being
locked 24 hours a day for security reasons, said
Maggie Burkhart, associate director of the Office of
Residence Life.
In 1991, 196 larcenies occurred on campus
according to the safety brochure, "Your Right to
Know . . . ," published in conjunction with the
National Right To Know Act.
"Safety and security has become a more prudent
issue on campus," she said. "It wasn't a rash
decision. We have been talking about [locking the
doors] for a while."
She said that over the last five years the university
has become more sensitive and is responding better
to campus safety issues. She said the national Right
To Know Act has been key in development of dorm

policies and campus publications. "But the bottom
line is that we're very committed to safety on this
campus.'*
But to introduce the 24-hour lock policy, ORL
decided to implement it only in the freshman dorms.
"[The freshmen] haven't already developed a
history of being used to the hall being unlocked
certain hours, so there would not be an adjustment,"
Burkhart said.
In addition, this policy is to make the new
students more aware of the risks on campus.
Residence life hopes to expand this policy into the
other 16 dorms within the next couple of years.
"Typically, [freshmen] are not as informed when
on campus, as the upperclass students are, about
safety issues and the do's and don't's of campus
safely," Burkhart said.
Students are settling into this new policy, although
some have questions about its effectiveness.
Freshman Josh Jefferds, who lives in Hillside

Hall, said that he does not think the locked doors
provide any more security because people are always
opening the doors. Jefferds also said he would prefer
to be able to unlock the side doors, instead of always
having to go through the front door.
Freshman Joanne Misiano, who lives in McGrawLong Hall, agreed. "Our front door key should
unlock the side door, too."
Side doors are locked to create a secure
atmosphere, said John Ventura, assistant director for
facilities management He also said, "You have a
main source of people going through the front door
which creates more activity and visibility, and
[locking them] is just a safety type of procedure."
But the consensus among students is that the
doors are opened all the time, and people seem to
have no problem getting into the locked dorms.
Freshman David Besachio said, "Someone will lei
them in anyway, whether they know the person or
not."

Students need JAC cards
validated for sport events
by Matt Schwabel
contributing writer
Just when you thought life was
confusing enough — new post office
box combinations to memorize and
add/drop lines to navigate — along
comes another task to remember:
validating JAC cards.
The JAC card validation program
was initiated by the athletic
department because recent JMU
graduates apparently have been using
their old IDs to gain admittance to
athletic events, said Jaymie Gast,
director of marketing and promotions
for JMU.
Brad Babcock, executive associate
athletic director, is concerned that
current full-time students are losing
valuable seating at athletic events due
to such abuses.
"If you are not a full-time student,
then you don't pay your student
activities fee," Gast said. "That
student activities fee pays for your
entrance into the games."
All full-time students must have
their IDs validated with a green 199293 sticker in order to get into to
university sports events and to use
campus wellness centers. This new
program has left many students
confused and some still don't even
know it exists.
"Through different sources I was
made aware, [but] they haven't

explained why you have to do it,"
senior Scott Chesemore said.
Gast said she believes students have
been well informed about JAC card
validation. She cited informative ads
in The Breeze and posters in the
WCC, as well as validation tables at
Playfair, Student Activities Night and
the Ocean Blue concert.
Freshmen and transfer students had
their cards validated with the green
stickers as they were made. The
Campus Card Center has been
validating new cards for the athletic
department but is not responsible for
the validation program and is not
validating current JAC's, said Becky
Hinkle, manager of the card center.
She said her office suggested that
the athletic department simply read
the magnetic strips on the cards as
validation. But Gast said there aren't
enough magnetic strip readers to put at
every gate during athletic events and
reading each strip would hold up lines.
Gast said the program is not meant
to be a burden on students. "I really
don't want this to be a negative
thing," she said. "We're not trying to
be a pain. We have to do it."
Full-time students can have their
JAC cards validated today at Godwin
from 1 to 3 p.m. or at the ticket office
at the Convocation Center through
tomorrow from 8 a.m to 5 p.m.
Students must bring their current class
schedules.
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On the ropes
Freshman Kcsh Signh rapeNed down Eagle HaN on
Tuesday diving the ROTC sponsored event.
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POLICE

LOG

Lowery out to an officer.

by Jonathan Rhudy
police reporter

Campus police reported the following:

The telephone is valued at $360.

The officer then followed Lowery across the
Quad. Lowery, who was already on the JMU
trespass list, was arrested with the assistance of
the Harrisonburg Police Department.

* A telephone was reported stolen from an
unlocked area in the Harrison sculpture studio

Suspicious Person

between 9:30 am. Sept. 2 and 9:30 a.m. Sept.
3.

Attempted Sexual Assault
• Two male juveniles ware arrested by
Harrisonburg police for allegedly attempting to

• Police asked a non-student, who was visiting a
JMU friend, to leave campus after a dispute
between the two reportedly began at Gifford Hall
at 11:58 p.m. Sept. 6.

sexually assault a 21-year-old female JMU
student in Purcell Park at 5:45 p.m. Sept. 7.
The two juveniles reportedly grabbed the
woman from behind and made sexual advances
while holding a pocket knife to her throat

Lowery.

44,

Destruction of Public Property
* An unknown person wrote a hate message on
The incident was reported at 328 a.m. Sept. 5.

• An Epson Equity 2 computer, model number
Q901A, was reported stolen from Maury Hall
between May 1 and Aug. 28.
The computer's serial number is 089-558. ft is
valued at $1,235.
• A Raleigh Talon ATB bicycle was reported
stolen from the Sigma Phi Epsiton fraternity house
office between Sept. 2 and Sept. 3.

Trespassing and Resisting Arrest
Jadean

The telephone is valued at $30.

the Alpha Kappa Lambda fraternity house.

Grand Larceny

After reportedly fighting off the juveniles, the
woman called 911. City police gave descriptions
to JMU officers. One JMU officer interviewed
children playing in the area which helped identify
the two suspects.

• Non-student

Petty Larceny

of

Harrisonburg, was arrested and charged with
trespassing and resisting arrest at Mason Street
and Cantrell Avenue at 3:45 p.m. Sept 7.

The bike reportedly was left unsecured in the
unlocked office.
The bike's serial number is R92900426 and
JMU registration number is 393.

Lowery reportedly followed two female students
onto campus from Grace Street. The students
went to the campus police station and pointed

• A D-Term telephone was reported stolen from
Showker Hall between Jury 25 and Aug. 25.

Unauthorized Entry
* An individual who reportedly was selling
magazines in Chandler Hall, was escorted off
campus by police at 3 p.m. Sept. 4.
Obscene Phone Call
* An individual reported receiving an obscene
telephone call in Dingledine Hall at 3:40 a.m.
Sept. 4.
* An individual reported receiving an obscene
telephone call in Hillside Hall at 7:50 a.m. Sept
4.
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THE MAN OF STEEL FLIES AGAIN!
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U

• Jewelry Making Supplies
finding, beads
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«...
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OPEN
9-8 Mon.-Fri.
9-5 Sat.

Valley Mall)
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ADVENTURE NEVER
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Blue Ridge Comics
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1730 Dealton Ave. (Just South of Loews 1.2.3)

432-9716
Appearing
Sat., Sept. 12 10 AM-4 PM

Artist ChrlS SprOUSe -Hammorlock, Ambush Bun
Signing Autographs & Selling Giigin.il Art
Also:
Giant Anniversary Sale, Prizes Eveiy Vj Hour
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South Africa killings spark communication
BISHO. South Africa (AP) — An
angry Nelson Mandela called Tuesday
for the removal of the black homeland
ruler whose troops killed 24 African
National Congress marchers and
wounded 196.
The killings Monday sparked a
major confrontation between black
and white leaders in South Africa and
dealt a severe blow to efforts to
resume power-sharing talks.
South Africa controls most affairs in
the homelands — established under
the apartheid system as separate

nations for blacks — and the ANC
and other black groups consider most
homelands puppet states of Pretoria
Religious leaders, including
Anglican Archbishop Desmond Tutu,
urged the ruler of the Ciskei homeland
to hold a referendum on returning the
territory to South Africa. They said
the ruler, Brig. Gen. Oupa Gqozo
refused.
Earlier, Tutu and other church
leaders went to the Held where the
killings took place, kneeling and
praying between police armored

Democrats vow
to stop vetoes
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress
reconvened Tuesday, with majority
Democrats ready to challenge the
president's pledge to veto any bill that
spends more than he wants.
The House is expected to take up the
Senate-passed family leave bill after
opening business Wednesday. Bush
vetoed a similar bill two years ago,
calling it a hidden tax on business.
The measure would require
companies with more than 50
employees to provide up to 12 weeks
of unpaid leave for a childbirth or
medical emergency.
Bush stated at the GOP convention
last month that "if Congress sends me
a bill spending more than I asked in
my budget, I will veto it fast"
Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell, D-Maine, said Bush "already
has changed his position once. In
1988, he said he was for it, then he
vetoed it."
The 102nd Congress has yet to
override any of some 30 Bush vetoes.

vehicles. Hundreds of ANC members
huddled around campfires in an
overnight vigil at the site.
The normally quiet South AfricaCiskei border was sealed with barbed
wire and guarded by Ciskean and
South African troops. It was reopened
after dusk
The killings deepened South
Africa's political crisis, making it
unlikely Mandela's ANC will return
soon to stalled talks on giving blacks
the vote and ending apartheid. ANC
leaders said President F.W. de Klerk's

WORLD

government bore direct responsibility
for the killings, since they claim the
government dictates policies in the
homeland. The ANC considers the
homelands illegitimate creations of the
apartheid system and wants them
reincorporated into South Africa.
In a sign of growing confrontation,
the governing National Party lashed
out at the ANC, saying the opposition
group was trying to seize power.
Ciskei troops fired on about 20,000
ANC supporters who marched into the
homeland to call for Gqozo's removal.

WATCH

Censorship reports increased 50
percent in public schools last year,
according to a survey by People for
the American Way. The group
counted 348 incidents nationwide,
up from 229 incidents from the
1990-1991 school year. The
southern region (Virginia, West
Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee,
North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas,
Oklahoma and Texas) reported 108
cases of censorship.
.

Sources: The Washington Post,
Sept 2, 1992
Newsletter on Intellectual
Freedom, July 1992.

JANET DRISCOLL/THE BREEZE

Germans
CONTINUED from page 1

"It's like you have uniforms here,"
he said jokingly. "You got your sport
shoes, your t-shirt, your shorts and
your baseball cap."
American politics is another subject
which contrasts greatly with their
homeland, the students said. When
comparing elections in the two
countries, Fraedrich said, "The big
difference between Germany and the
United States is that you're focusing
on the president as a person.
"And it's much more emotional,"
he said. "German people see the
elections, the campaigns and the

conventions as 'Look at the
Americans; they've just gone crazy.'
It's just like a show here. Not real
issues or trying to find some solutions
for all these issues."
"Americans seem to be much more
patriotic than we are in Germany,"
Macheel said, referring to the singing
of the National Anthem at United
States sports events.
Explaining that German patriotism
is a touchy subject, Fraedrich said,
"When Germany won the world
championship of soccer in Italy and
every German got really excited about
it and started singing the national

anthem, people were like. 'Okay, is
this like a neo-Nazi?'"
Fraedrich said the neo-Nazi
movement in Germany is gaining
steam because economic problems
following the reunification of East and
West Germany in 1990 have left
people frustrated.
"There's a big unemployment
figure in East Germany," he said.
"People blame it on the foreigners."
But the current neo-Nazi group
consists of "like 300 radicals traveling
everywhere to hit foreigners,"
Fraedrich said, citing last week's antirefugee assaults in 10 East German

cities as examples.
But the two believe their country's
biggest problem is attitude.
"There are people who already wish
the [Berlin] Wall back, on both sides,"
Macheel said. "Young people don't
see any future [in East Germany].
Their parents are unemployed, they
have no property."
When they return to LUneburg,
Macheel and Fraedrich said they will
recommend further exchanges
between their school and JMU.
"It should become a permanent
exchange with our school," Macheel
said.
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Wednesday and Saturday
Nights

BUFFALO WINGS. .(10) 2.95
BUFFALO WINGS. (20) 4.95

Sept. 16tk *Mnkmt

Your choice hot or mild with celery
md bleu cheese

MOZZARELLA STICKS

**^

Sept. mi • ?/Vot
3.96

Sept, 23rd9 Warns Fro* Dates- Space,

With mm run tor dipping

FRIED VEGGIES

Sept, 30tk 9 Jokmtk'ette+ttape

With ranch dressing for dipping

MUSHROOMS
ZUCCHINI

3.46
3.45

2.25
3.95

ONION RINGS
CHICKEN FINGERS Wkh honey mustard

CHEESE FRIES

SPECIALTY SANDWICHES

1.95

A sloppy feast of crisp fries and nacho cheese

1. THE IRISH ESQUIRE

NACHOS Chips with spicy cheese sauce

2.95

Ilam tk Turkey on pumpemickle, herb mayo, Kusskut
dressing slaw, muenster cheeae, and bacon

SUPER NACHOS

3.95

2. THE LEFTY.
Pastrami and corned beef on rye with 1000 Island dressing,
herb mayo, Cheddar cheese and tomatoes

Chips smothered la chili, cheese, sauce, lettuce, onions,
tomatoes, picante sauce, and sour cream

PRETZELS

©5

3. THE EARTH BREAKER
Chicken salad plowed over by avocado spread, muenster
cheese, lettuce on wheat bread

Fresh baked and lightly coaled with salt. Don r forget the
•picy mustard for dipping
FRENCH FRIES With your choice of sauce

1.25

4. ROOT N' REUBEN
Comedbeef, knut, mustard, and 1000Islanddressing hid
out on rye and covered wkh Swiss

5. WILD TURKEY

DESIGNER PITAS

Turkey on wheat bread with muenster, herb mayo, bacon
and 1000 Island dressing .

6. COL. HARPER

Choose bom whole wheat or white pita

PITA WABBIT

3.60

A tasty wegetable mixture offwesh cauliflower, bwoccoU,
mushrooms, carrots, wed cabbage, and grated cheese in our
own wery, wery, special sauce (ranch dressing)

7. BAGEL DOG

PITA COTTONTAIL

.3.60

A pm Sued wnh white tuna salad, tomato, lettuce and 1000
Island Dressing

First we take a New York kosher hot dog (6 ox.) then we
wrap k in fresh bagel dough, lop it wkh poppy seeds,
then bake to golden perfection

6. BRIDGEWATER

PITA FONDA

3,75

Homemade chicken salad, tomato, lettuce, and herb mayo.
Eat your heart out Jane!

*

PITA. PITA. PUMPKIN EATER
koast beef* turkey stuffed gently InapHa with horsey
mayo, lettuce, tomato A provolone cheese

Roast beef a, turkey on sub roll with slaw, herb mayo and
rnozzareOa cheese

Ilam, lettuce, tomato, herb mayo, onions. Swim
cheese, and our own special hot sauce

9. BULLDOG
Roast beef, turkey, herb mayo,
lettuce, tomato, and provolone
cheese. Wooft Woof)

.3.95
_

10. THE DUKE

CROISSANTS
LE COCHON
A fresh baked croissant roll with Va. baked ham. Swiss,
brown mustard, lettuce,, tomato, French cuisine wkh a
drawl.

CLUB STYLE CROISSANT
Select turkey breast, herb mayo, bacon. Swats cheese,
lettuce and tomato. AJ.M X special!

SAY CHEESE!!
A croissant roll wkh crunchy bean sprouts, herb mayo,
tomato and your choice of cheese: American, provolone,
Swiss, Cheddar, muenster and mozzareOa

Tender crab meat salad topped wkh
tomato and herb mayo on a sub rot
wkh Cheddar cheese

.3.95

395
3.45

. 436
3.96
..3.95
..3.75
..3.95
..435
. 2.95

. 3.75
4.25

.4.25
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Student
Ambassadors
outstanding parent awards

sponsor

The Student Ambassadors are sponsoring the third
annual Outstanding Parent Award contest. To enter,
submit a one-page typed essay explaining why your
parent is outstanding. The award will be presented at
Bridgeforth Stadium before the Parents' Weekend
football game.
Entries should be brought to Wine-Price, room
135 or sent by campus mail to P.O. Box 7222 by
Sept 24.

America's love affair with death
White the handgun control debate rages on, American people are conftuimg tocle by the
thousands — 13,035 from firearm murders in 1990 atone. So whether you support the
Brady bill's five-day waiting period and background check OF: the NRA's policy ine that
•guns donl kill people, people kill people," something must be done.

Handgun deaths
per year

(among developed
countries)

United States
8,915
Switzerland
53
Israel
25
Sweden
19
Australia
13
Canada
8
United Kingdom
7
AuxKary to hold fan festival:
The Bridgewater Home Auxiliary will hold its
annual Fall Festival on Sept 19 from 7:30 a.m. - 2
p.m. at the Rockingham County Fair Grounds.
Specialty shops will be selling antiques, baked
goods, gifts, handicrafts, holiday gifts and plants.
There will also be a yard sale. A silent auction will
be held at 7:30 a.m., a benefit auction at 9:30 a.m.,
and a quilt and art auction at 11 a.m. A variety of
foods will be sold.
The proceeds benefit Bridgewater Home, a nonprofit home which provides sheltered living and
nursing care.

NASA export discusses gamma ray
observatory:
The physics department will present "Gamma-Ray
Bursts, Pulsars, and Quasars: Results from the
Compton Gamma Ray Observatory," a lecture by
David J. Thompson of N AS A/Goddard Space Flight
Center on Sept. 11 at 3:15 p.m. in Miller Hall, room
109. Refreshments will be served at 3 p.m.

Help a seriously ill boy achieve a world
Kurt Meadows suffers from Severe Junctional
Epidermolysis Bullosa, a life-threatening disease
with no known cure. His goal is to accumulate the
world's largest key chain collection, and be named in
the Guiness Book of World Records.
He asks that people donate key chains, which can
be dropped off in Harrisonburg at Farm A Family,
Lowe's, Plecker's Florist or Eastlawn Memory
Gardens.

Questions may be submitted to WMRA
for Breast Cancer Awareness Month:
WMRA-FM will have special programming in
October to recognize Breast Cancer Awareness
Month. Listeners may submit questions about breast
cancer to the radio station through Sept. IS.
Questions will be submitted to experts and they will
be answered during "Morning Edition" 6-9 a.m.
during October.
Questions should be mailed to "Breast Cancer,"
WMRA. 821 S. Mam St, HaTrisonburg, Va. 22807.

RDIMC/THE 8«0EZt

Calendar of events
Thursday

10 Friday

An intramural softball officials'
training clinic will be held in Godwin
Hall, room 344 at 4:30 p.m.
The Young Democrats will meet in
Keezell Hall, room 303 at 7 p.m.
The Animal Rights Coalition will meet
in Keezell Hall, room 105 at 7 p.m.
EARTH will meet in Burruss Hall,
room 44 at 5 p.m.

Maryland voter registration will be held
in the Warren Campus Center 12-4 p.m
Last day for fraternity and sorority rush
sign-ups at the commons, 1 - 4 p.m.

Saturday
The Asian American Association will host a Welcome Picnic for all new and
returning students at the university farm, 11 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Men's Soccer, JMU vs. Marshall at 2 p.m. in X-lot field.

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY
— ■■■■■-

--i

HIGH: 85°

HIGH: 80°

HIGH: 75°

LOW: 60°

LOW: 60°

LOW:

55

Soun»: WQPO/WSVA
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Police Log
CONTINUED from page 4

Ikenberry Had at 10 p.m. Sept. 5.
• Non-student Ronald J. Knox, 18, of
Bridgewater, was arrested and
charged with underage possession of
alcohol at Ikenberry Hall at 10:54 p.m.
Sept. 5.

Harassing Phone Call
• An individual reported receiving a
harassing telephone call in
Fredrickson Hall at 1:02 am. Sept. 7.

Underage Possession of
Alcohol
• Non-students Jason D. Farley, 19,

DIP/Falsifying Driver's License
• Student Richard E. Phillips, 19, of
Fairfax, was arrested and charged with
being drunk in public and having a
fake driver's license at the Sigma Pi
fraternity house at 1:25 a.m. Sept. 5.

of Fredericksburg, and David C.
Tignor, 19, of Falmouth, were arrested
and charged
with underage
possession of alcohol on Duke Drive
East at 11:45 p.m. Sept. 4.
• Student Shawn M. Walker, 18, of
Alexandria, was arrested and charged
with underage possession of alcohol at

Drunk in public charges since Aug. 1:

CALLING ALL

NEWS HOUNDS
FELIX PAOES/THE BREEZE

Pizza and principals

MEETING IN ANTHONYSEEGER ROOM 5 AT 5:30

TODAY

Member* of EQUAL, a group concerned with women's
issues, met Tuesday. Afterwards they gathered for pizza.

VIDEO
SUPER VIDEO STORE

Restaurant
tnusic Uvms im HarrtMonhtt

OVER t2tooo Movies
OVER 600 VIDEO GAMES

Gibb Droll

Drool with Droll!.'

f,-,,.<- TOAST & JAM AciJR,
Satvtty — Convertibles
Classic Rock
4b«4/ — MoNdAy Niqln MACIMNS 5-9 \\l Hit I \< i\nms

•RENT FOR ONLY $2,25 A NlSlfiT
MON-FRI RENT ? AND GET THE ZfLQ FREE!

/free hot dog tar* show starts lit 9:30

Tuesday — Open Stage at 9:30 \v/ Sadler & Segree
CM* taco & iH4),i far/

(YOU CAN MIX MOVIE'S AND GAMES)

mXmmimWM.

•SAT SPECIAL RENT MOVIES AND GAMES
FOR OWIY $2,25 EACH AND KEEP THEM
FOR 2 NIC3HTS (CLOSED ON SUN)

/hursdaa

The Mosaics
Progressive music from Radford

Sa^— Eddie from Ohio
*

ACME VIDEO

SUf^iR VIDEO STORE
UV.RGE;st SELECTION IN
HARRISON BURG
RT. 33 EAST (acrossfrom Pargos-Nett to Wendy's}

433-9181
I ^ooV
oial

i sp«

'

.vl^^^^'I^^^^1' -^^^

W/COUPON

**.»«*

ACME VIDEO *•»«■-* —'••
~^^^^V^^i *■!

•

.oming

Former mcmkrS0ifl"T'V"£;-L

.temterlllllll

m -AFRICAN DRUMFEST
23rJ— NEWMAN UNDERGROUND

24th—"Baaba Seth

26ti —T113

!*>c**°RENT 1 GET 1 FREE^sj

\im%^sm%t\\\»\

30th —Succalash
Any questions or comments,
ca!1435-TUNE
24 hours a day

Coming in
Octoterllllll
■■__■■

(?ctofar3rd—Tu\l StOp
Octofar 23rd
Jimmy Thackery
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TWO STORES LOCATED AT:
Cloverleaf Shopping Center
85 Carlton St.
Harrisonburg, \A
Open 8 am -10 pm
Sunday 8 am - 9 pm

• Dukes Plaza
2255 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, \\
Open 24 Hours

Visa and Master Card Gladly Accepted

We're The Team to
Beat This Season!
____________________
SPEND LESS ON SUNSHINE

SPEND LESS ON FROZEN

Golden Fruit
Cookies

Moore's
Onion rings

1/2 Price!

1/2 Price!

8 OZ. PKG.

160Z.PKG.

A&P QUALITY BRAND

YOUR CHOICE IN WATER
OR OIL

Macaroni and
Cheese Dinners

Chunk Light
A&PT\ina

4FOR$1.00

2FOR$1.00

7.25 OZ. BOX

6.125 OZ. CAN

YOUR CHOICE
CAFF. FREE OR

Pepsi
Diet Pepsi

990

FROZEN

A&P
Orange
Juice

880

2 LT. BOTTLE

12 0Z.CAN

SUPER FRESH
LEAN BEEF

Boneless Rib
Eye Steak

$4.99

WHITE OR PRINT

Northern
Bath
Tissue

ALL FLAVORS

Wise
Potato
Chips

Ann Page
Ice Cream

790

PER LB.

DOUBLE YOUR VALUE WITH

ALL VARIETIES

4ROLLPK.

990
6 0Z.BAG

990
1/2 GAL. LIMIT 1
PLEASE

SPEND LESS ON...

Schultz
Pretzels

Tomato Soup

Buyl
Get 1 Free

10.5 OZ. CAN
LIMIT 6 PLEASE

3FOR990

16 OZ.PKG.

gffSBa
ExB

Money CQC

Orders

\J& each

We Sell U.S.
WESTERN
Postage Stamps
UNIONi

The Fastest Way
to Send Money

Double Coupons Everyday

t^U Quality
Film Developing

20*

On Manufacturers* Cents-Oft Coupons.
SceiStJore For .Details.:};;-;
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In Need of cash? Experience?
The Breeze is now hiring:

Account Executive
Responsibilities:
Calling on local businesses to aquire accounts for
advertising within the Breeze. You will work as a
liason between your clients and your ad designer.

Ad Designer
Responsibilities:
Designing ads for local businesses to be published in the
Breeze twice per week. You will work with your
account executive to give the client the desired results.
Send Cover Letter • Resume • Clips to :
Travis Anderson
Executive Business Manager
1 he Breeze
Anthony Seeger I Iall

HEY SPORTS FANS!

Want to know

what the Dukes
are up against
this season?
Look for a Breeze special edition on Friday
previewing the JMU football season.

Deadline: Wed. Sept. 16

What
WHITE MEN %
CAN'T JUMP ^

j n n a g^S

Wings of Desire Tonight!!!
_k.

Fri. Sept. 11th & Sat. Sept. 12th

A Streetcar Named Desire Sun. Sept. 13 th

Tues. Sept. 15th
& Wed. Sept. l6th

All movies, except Sunday:
$1.50 a person, and are
shown at 7 and 9:30 pm.
Grafton-Stovall Theatre.
Sunday movies are FREE and
shown at 7:30 only at
Grafton-Stovall Theatre.

-

FEATURING ACADEMY AWARD WINNING ACTRESSES
KATHY BATES AND JESSICA TANDY

riled QreenTomafoes
MARY STUART MASTERSON AND MARY-LOUISE PARKER

NEW THIS FALL- The New Wave Movie Series on Thursdays, and
Kevin and Dan's Gourmet Popcorn all the time!

The New

Join The Crew
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RUSH SAE

Hair Designs By Traci
Special Discounts for New Customers
Full Service Haircut

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

jfti/L&P

RUSH Events:

Highlighting ^X**^j5^®
These QjrU^g^ythWffgh 10*31*92

Cc

Mpitfiy located at

HUBu^n haircutters

182jp |h St (Beside Nautilus)
Call Trad foffl&ttferred appointment 433 * 6643

Tues
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tues
Wed
•Thurs

Openhouse
8pm
Casino Night
7pm
BBQ
3pm
Skin's & Subs
*P«»
Cheers W/ Pizza 7pm
Billiards
10pm
Dinner w/2TA 8pm
Formal Smoker 7:30pm

CaH Dean 433*6539 * Mark 433*7240

Walk-Ins Welcome

THE BREEZE IS
RECYCLING!
A limited supply of
back issues will be
available on a first
come, first serve
basis until
September 18. See
Sandra at The
Breeze in the
basement of
Anthony-Seeger.

Great clothes
you can
comfortably
afford, even
on a college
students

IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT

ai:* "*- **

I
Barr-EE Station Catalogue
Outlet delivers the best
quality catalogue & brandname clothing for men &
women at the lowest prices.
Don't go without., just go to
Barr-EE Station!

Can't afford to save for retirement?
The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 30years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax-deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: set aside just $100 each
month beginning at age 30 and you can
accumulate over $192,539* by the time
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $227each month
to reach the same goal.

Stmrt pUnning yuur fitturt. CM

RARK-hh M \IIO\
HflRRISONBCJRG
Next to Kroger

Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deserve—
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it it
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side.

- Bwr»Um*mt H,tlin* I 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."
**
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Focus On the 21st Gentu
Twenty-first century classroom helps
set futuristic tone for today's learning
by Shauna Miller
stctff writer
Moody
Hall's
Blackwell
Auditorium underwent more than
$200,000 in renovations this summer
to emerge as what JMU calls the
Classroom of the 21st Century.
Blackboards and overhead
projectors were replaced by two 6-by
8-foot high screens. A set of IBM
computers sits on a lecturn in the
front of the room. Keyboards attached
to 104 desks are connected to the
computers through wires underneath
the Door.
Cable television and a sound
system accompanied by a laser disc
and video tape player make most of
the learning "sense-oriented."
"In this day and time with
television, students are used to
acquiring information through visual
images," said Charles Harris,
professor of psychology and head
coordinator of the Classroom of the
21st Century.
Harris, along with other psychology
department faculty, suggested the
multimedia presentation center to
JMU President Ronald Carrier last
year in an effort to improve
communication in large classes.
"We have large classes and we're
going to continue to have them,"
Harris said. "We need to take

KATHY ALCORN/THE BREEZE

Special lighting keeps students in the mood to learn in a modernized
presented in less than 30 seconds.
advantage of the technology that
There are buttons for numbers and
would allow students to more actively
yes/no and true/false responses, Harris
participate. We want to make it a little
said.
more personal."
"Prior to this classroom, I'd ask a
The keyboards will allow students
question
and not really know if they
to comment on the material being

Blackwell Auditorium.
understood the concepts," Harris said.
"The keypads allow us to have a
collective dialogue where we can
survey student opinion and confirm
that students understand the concepts
CLASSROOM page 15

Faculty to receive $100,000 in computers
by Jessica Jenkins
senior writer
The Office of Academic Affairs has announced
a plan to spend $100,000 on new computers for
faculty members.
"It's been a goal of mine to be able to have a
computer in the hands of every faculty member as
a means of communication across campus and a
gateway to information," said Dr. Bethany Oberst,
vice president for academic affairs.
Last spring, the deans of each college put
purchasing faculty computers on the top of their
priority lists, Oberst said, adding that all five
colleges will benefit from this new program.
"The bottom line is that more faculty have
university-owned computers in their offices."
Although a five-year time frame has been set
for the project, she does not expect it to take that
long.

Oberst has asked the Office of Information
Technology to price the computers and
recommend specific types to be purchased. OIT
will select two general models, one IBM based
and one Apple Macintosh, Oberst said.
This decision was based on two factors — need
and experience.
Some faculty need the IBM DOS system, while
others, such as music, art and education faculty,
tend to use the Macintosh, Oberst said.
"People have different levels of expertise," she
said. "Some are computer jocks and carry them
around their necks almost, and other people
haven't much tinkered with them."
Because many professors already have
university-owned computers, Oberst said she
expects to provide the remaining full-time faculty
members with a computer within a year.
But it may take up to five years before the
modems are installed and all of the computers are

connected to the VAX network, Oberst said.
The goal of academic affairs is to have a
computer in the offices of all full-time tenured and
tenure-track faculty. While these 50 computers
are not enough to reach this goal, Oberst plans to
have all of the computers within a year.
"I'm excited that we're able to make this
progress," she said. "If we can have computers for
100 percent of the faculty, then we can think
about that next step and start connecting the
computers to each other."
And when Oberst says 100 percent, she means
it Even instructors who currently use their own
computers in their offices will receive a
university-owned model, she said.
"There may be some domino effect in the
process," Oberst said. Computers will be shifted
so that the faculty member who needs a newer
computer will give their old computer to another
COMPUTERS page 15
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TIRED OF THIS?

COMPLETE PAIRS OF EYEGLASSES!
A 11
' FOR 9TUDENT9
\J

#t^

wi h

*

Always Ute - Virtualy

V / v? Unbreakable Lenses! I

0©

Because We Care Package:

lb on cuaorrws Lndar 18, wgwi
or* sal Vtaafy Unoraakaoie
M*ays Lie Laress lo ensue thai
your crtttsrfs Mi wi Always be
pwiaoMd.

• FREE Qcratch Coating
• FREE 1 Year Breakage Guarantee!
• FREE Ultra Violet Protection
• AUap Ute Lanaaa a «G9 Ntiu* • Chotoa of Ramaa to M3J8 I
'Itfito-andTraTTUr— rfriajaflliriaia^BMahowaialdl

Contact Lenses!
92!* Ptfr

$»1$**f

Or Two Pairs
for $38

DuraSoft 2 Daily Wear

ALL contact lens purchases
include a FREE
or two paira for «58
ULTRACARE kit!
Enhance the color of your eyes! I Change the color of your eyes
_WHh a light *iot for •aaiar handing

Flexible Wear «29.8G Per Pair

$39§£

DuaSdtCWCcbs
brUtft&es
2paJ3farfeg

DuaSctCW

WAL-MART
VISION CENTER

433-9527

ALWAYS THE LOW PRICE
ON THE BRANDS YOU TRUST.

Harrisonburg, VA

HKEWIbWd

Time for a new
backpack- one
v/ith a lifetime
warranty and
built to last.

woyagers
OUTDOOB mM NiDtUmKK?

Open 7 days
a week!

434-7234
1544 E. Market St. on the Access to the Sheraton Inn

$919
4/40

11«\\\
A|>plc-Macintosh Pmui IV xik Mi/Ml

Apple- MacintoshCIJSSK' U

Apple Maciniiish I.C II

Apple Mac inicish llsi

Buy one of these.
I CORRECT

iGRAMiMAR

Get all of these.
Get over '400 worth of preloaded software when you buy one of the
Apple" Macintosh' computers shown above at our best prices ever.
And if you are interested in financing options, be sure to ask for

aid like this is only available through October 15.1992 - and only at
your authorized Apple campus reseller.

details about the Apple Computer Loan. But hurry, because student

1 he MaCintOSll Student Aid Package. W.

Warren Campus Center 568-3989

Prices do no. include sales tax
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Classroom

Computers.

CONTINUED from page 13

CONTINUED from page 13

being presented in the lecture," he said
Instructors can also take roll, surveys and quizzes
through the keypads.
Although similar classrooms are set up at the
University of Maryland and the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, Harris sees a distinction at
JMU.
"There are quite a few classrooms that have multimedia presentations and keypads," Harris said, "but
this is the only classroom around that has dual multimedia presentation systems."
Students taking psychology courses this semester
at JMU are the first to try out the new classroom.
Sophomore psychology major Ellyn Langhome
said she likes the switch.
"At first I thought they were spending our money
on expensive toys," she said, "but we may as well
get used to computers being in our classrooms."
Associate Professor of Psychology Michael
Stoloff said he hopes the keypad/large screen format
will prevent students from hiding behind terminals.
"Students don't sit behind computers in this
classroom. That's something we wanted to avoid."
A $45,000 "gift" from IBM computers and
$205,000 from the university constituted the budget
for the project. Rose said.
Tom Bonadeo, director of techical services said,
"We wanted to prove that you could bring new
technology to an old classroom," he said. "We don't
have to build monstrous new buildings. This way
and we're saving money."
—MJ Car.seallen contributed to this story.

faculty member, she said.
The College of Business now has a computer for
nearly every faculty member, so the funding will go
toward upgrading 10 of those computers.
Robert Holmes, dean of the College of Business,
said, "Many of our faculty use their computers for
communication around the world, do their own word
processing and spreadsheet analysis, and even take
the laptop into the classroom."
The deans of each college will estimate the needs
of their faculty and determine how many computers
are needed for their college, Oberst said.
In the College of Health and Human Services,
only five new computers will be ordered. Dean
Julius Roberson said that once these computers are
installed, only one full-time faculty member will be
without a computer, and that person's contract ends
in a year.
The College of Fine Arts and Communication,
however, will receive 21 computers. Dean Richard
Whitman said. Eleven of these will be new and 10
will be passed down from the College of Business.
Jack Armistead, dean of the College of Letters and
Sciences said, "One of these days we'll get to the
point where we're all talking to each other on the
VAX and we're all using computer mail and we're
all accessing libraries across the country. This is just
another step in that direction."
Oberst said, "This feeds right into the teaching
function. If faculty are themselves knowledgeable,
they can integrate this into their teaching so that the
students themselves become more adept"

MeMZsZloi* ltWtf&>f4
Rt4/<>luZlc<hty Scwt Ufr

Balance

Power
Personal
Happiness

Hm*<

Career
Success
Miracles

Wisdom

FREE!
Every Sunday in September
Keezell Hall, G-2
7:30 pm
September 13: The Ancient Art of Meditation
September 20: Celebrating the Equinox
September 27: Developing Your Psychic Abilities
Sponsored by The Washington Meditation Society
Forbore Information col (202) 452-7616

Interested
in writing

for
Focus
On?
Writers* meeting
held Mondays at
5 p.m. in Anthony
Seeger Hall.

fllCMA PHI EPSILON
SCHEDULED RUSH EVENTS:
Sat. - Cookout • Crabs and Acoustics
Sun. - Spaghetti Dinner
Mon. - Go Carts
Tue. - Live Comedian
Call Tee Hicks - 564-1358

MANE
HAIR
SKIN \
NAILS
TANNING

BONITA DEAN

and
\

V^yf
n

SHERRI RHODES

890 CANTRELL AVE.
UNLIMITED TANNING
HARR1SONBURG, VA 22801
FOR 1 MONTH
(703)433-2212
$40
(ACROSS FROM HARDEE'S)
STUDENT DISCOUNT ON HAIR SERVICES
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FVom gender to >*eligicm . . .

PKo+os explore f kernes
by Vasha Hunt
staff writer
With themes varying from gender issues to religious
exploration, Jeff Craig and Lcona Baker opened the year at
Zirkle House's The Other Gallery with alternative
processes in photography.
These techniques include painting light-sensitive
chemicals onto a variety of surfaces such as rag papers,
vinyl and rice paper. The process often went beyond
developing an image by adding paints, overlays, drawings
and inscriptions.
"It's peaceful, but there's a lot of energy in it," said
JMU senior Katherine Simpson, who attended the exhibit
when it opened on Monday. "I like the contrast of colors."
Both artists also used two dimensional and three
dimensional presentations. Baker said the aesthetic
qualities of the images — color, surface texture and design
elements — were important to the their themes.
"Jeff and I took black and white photography together
and worked together," Baker said. "We've developed
similar technical and aesthetic styles, and although we
work in different directions we tend to meet somewhere in
the middle."
Craig also saw strong relationships in their work. He
pointed to the style of using bright colors and the
alternative format.
In his work, Craig said his goals were to strengthen his
spiritual self through photographic experimentation. Also,
he said that working with themes of masculinity helped
develop his own sense of masculinity. As he explored
these ideas, he tried to use universal concepts so that
viewers could leave with their own interpretations.
Baker also used masculine imagery. She zoomed in
close to the figures, giving them intimacy. Bold colors
gave the images highlights and bright contrast. She also
used color to add humor to her work.

Another theme in Baker's work dealt with issues of
femininity, addressing the subject of women in religion.
Baker sees herself as a spiritual person, not a religious one.
She adds that spirituality is a focus on the self.
"The spirit exists outside of the body, and continues on
after the body is deceased," she said. 'Too much time is
spent worrying about a god, and not enough time is spent
worrying about [ourselves]."
Juxtaposing sex with religion. Baker said, "I would like
to see more open dealings with sex in religion. I want to
show how sex and religion once went together," she said.
Baker also tried to deal with the attitude that the female
body has been made into an object in religion.
"The female body has become an untouchable thing,"
she said. "People feel that women can't be as religious as
men because of their physical make-up."
One of Baker's main pieces was a booklet of images,
representing different themes in ancient religions. Each
page has something different, ranging from symbols of the
fish and the eye to representations of fruit. All the symbols
represented religions that center on the female in some
way.
Craig, who has explored Christianity, Hinduism and
Taoism, also depicted his experiences with religion in his
work.
"I spent the summer living in a spiritual community," he
said. "It was a place that was fundamentally involved with
finding yourself."
Craig's most recent work, a piece called "Leela
Meditation," represented the spiritual changes he went
through this summer. The piece included themes of
movement between one life and another. Craig described it
as a game of Chutes and Ladders played over multiple
lifetimes.
Zirkle House exhibits may be viewed from 12-5 p.m.
weekdays and 12 - 4 p.m. on Saturdays.
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i^kle 'House galleries
of-fe^4 s+ude^f exhibits
by Lynette Chewning
contributing writer
In art and in architecture, Zirkle House is
no ordinary gallery.
From the home of former Madison
College President Samuel Duke to the office
of the communication department, the Main
Street house has come a long way to become
a gallery. At one point, it even housed a
sorority.
Junior Karen Gerard, student director,
described the gallery's current function. "It
offers students the opportunity to see the
work of fellow JMU students and
professional artists' work."
Gerard is part of a team of students who
administer the gallery's
activities. The team also
includes
graduate
coordinator
Charles
Goolsby and Christine
Messing,
Gerard's
assistant director. In order
to earn a credit in the art
department, other students
help
hang
shows,
coordinate openings and
learn the behind-the-scenes
aspects of running a
gallery.
Shows open every other
Monday from 7-9 p.m.

giving viewers a chance to meet artists and
ask questions. Zirkle House includes three
separate galleries — Artworks, New Image
and The Other Gallery.
Zirkle House often exhibits the work of
JMU students. Portfolio reviews for the next
gallery season are held two to three weeks
before the end of each semester. Students
then sign up for interviews where an
administrative team acts as curators. The
team rates work on the amount present, its
consistency and the style of the work.
"We choose work in order to show as
many people the highest caliber of work,
and to show people whose works
complement each other," said Jen
Sonnichsen, a former gallery director.

NEW IMAGE GALLERY:
Sept. 7 - Oct. 3: "Damaged Petroglyph Portfolio: Photographs by Susan Moldenhauer"
Oct. 5-30: "Southwestern Virginian Landscapes: Large Format Photographs by Jim Knipe"

ARTWORKS GALLERY:
Sept. 7 - 19: "Ceramics by KregOwens"
Sept. 21 - Oct. 3: "Paintings by Heidi Martin"
Oct. 5-15: "Paintings by Richard Chartier"
Oct. 19 - 21: "Zirkle House Art Auction"
Oct. 26 - 30: "From Africa to Idaho: Animals Abound"

THE OTHER GALLERY:
PHOTOS BY RYAN KETCHUM/THE BREEZE
, is now on display in Trie Otker C\a\\e.iy.
'Out Past Walter's Ferry A Ways* is on exkibit.
\d contains tt\ree galleries — /slew <Z7mage GaUety,

Sept. 7-19: "Artworks by JeffCraig and Leona Baker"
Sept. 21 - Oct. 3: "Mixed Media Works by Cynthia Combs"
Oct. 5-15: "Photographs byjodi Darbi"
Oct. 19-21: "Zirlde House Auction"
Oct. 26 - 30: "From Africa to Idaho: Animals Abound"
KEN BURAKER/THE BREEZE
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James Madison University
Office of Career Services
Presents

Opportunities 1992
A University-Wide Career Day
Convocation Center
Thursday, September 17,1992
1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Organizations that will be present to share information about employment opportunities and internships include:
AMS
Ames
Anderson Consulting
AT&T
BDO Seidman
Blue Cross/ Blue Shield
Burlington Industries
Central Virginia Labs
and Consultants
CEXEC, Inc.
Chesterfield County
Chrisman Group
CIA
Circuit City

Deloitte & Touche
Dept. of Defense
EDS
EG&G WASC, Inc.
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
FBI
Ferguson Enterprises
FN. Wolf & Company
Foot Locker
Freddie Mac
Hecht's
Hyatt Hotels
Impulse
J.C.Penney

Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts
K-Mart Fashions
Lady Foot Locker
Marine Corps
Marriot Corporate
Finance Division
Marriot Management
Services
McGladrey & Pullean
Naval Air Systems
Command
Naval Audit Service
Capital Region

Navy Officer Programs
Northwestern Mutual
Life Insurance Co.
Pizza Hut, Inc.
Pleasant View Homes
Signet Banking Corp.
Social Security Admin.
Staples
State Farm Insurance
U.S. Office of Personnel
Management
Virginia Department of Social
Services
Virginia State Police

Wallace Computer
Services, Inc.
Wal-Mart
Washington Federal
Investigative Services
Wendy's International

TIPS FOR A SUCCESFUL CAREER FAIR
A career fair can be a great place to learn more about a career field, gather information on specific organizations, and establish
professional contacts. To make "Opportunities '92" a success for you, the Office of Career Services has identified some important
information to keep in mind as you prepare for career day and visit with representatives.
Preparation is a vital step in making the most out of a career fair.
• An initial step is clarifying your goals: why are you attending the career fair and what do you hope to get out of it? Are you looking for
a summer internship? A full-time position? or exploring what employment options exist for you?
• It is a good idea to identify the organizations that you would like to talk to and to prepare a list of questions that you want answered.
• Knowledge about your interests, skills, and experience is essential pereparation for your conversations with employers.
• If you are using the careed fair as part of your job search you should bring copies of your resume.
• Since a career fair can be a very busy event, you want to be able to make the most of your time. Give some thought about how you
will approach employers. You want to introduce yourself, demonstrate your interest in the organization, and be prepared to discuss your
education and work experience.
Communication is an important aspect of presenting yourself effectively. Because first impressions can be lasting ones, you want to
pay special attention to how you present yourself to prospective employers.
• Dress professionally.
A suit is always the best choice for men and women if you want to look professional. For women a tailored dress may also be appropriate,
especially in less conservative fields. Even if you are only using the fair to gather information, it is still a good idea to make a favorable
impression by dressing professionally.
• Similar to any interview situation, you want to demonstrate confidence in yourself as well as enthusiasm and interest for the
organization. When introducing yourself to employers, maintain good eye contact and have a firm handshake.
• Have numerous copies of your resume in an easily accesible place so that you don't have to fumble around looking for copies as you are
trying to introduce yourself.
Follow-Up is a final and critical step in making the most out of a career fair. When you have finished talking to a representative there
are a few things you should remember to do.
• Ask for the business card of the person you are talking to.
• Ask who you should contact within their organization and ask for the telephone number. Make sure that you have spelled names
correctly.
• Ask each individual organization what is the best way to follow up with them. Should you call within a specified time or send a cover
letter and resume?
• Ask for a time frame (How soon can you expect to hear from someone?)
Career Services staff will be available during the fair to answer any questions you might have.

I
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Progressive films come to 'Burg as
part of UPB 'New Wave' film series
Nuclear annihilation, German subtitles and Matt
Dillon have one thing in common.
They will all be depicted in movies sponsored by
the University Program Board this fall as part of its
New Wave Series on Thursday nights.
The New Wave Series was created by UPB
members who say Harrisonburg doesn't offer people
a chance to see critically acclaimed, progressive
films. UPB Film Chairwoman Janel Schuh said
these movies not only entertain, but also educate by
artistically presenting psychological issues,
historical events and foreign dialogue.
The films for September include themes as varied
as the Nazi occupation of Germany and Poland and

WANTTO
CREATE
YOUROWN
MASTERPIECE?

the life of a drug junkie. Tonight's show, "Wings of
Desire," is a German subtitled film about an
unhappy angel who falls in love with a trapeze artist.
Films featured for October include "Naked Lunch,"
"Hearts of Darkness" and U2's "Rattle and Hum."
Schuh said that since Thursdays were not a
popular movie night, the series was created to
bolster attendance by offering something different
from the usual blockbuster movies.
"On Thursday nights we can program such a wide
variety of films — American films, German films,
films with a different twist and films from a director
who always does something weird," Schuh said.

THEN WRITE
FOR
THE BREEZE
ARTS SECTION.

—by Shelley Howes
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SHENANDOAH

VALLEY
PREPARATORY

MUSIC

Don't Miss
Our Exit!

SHENANDOAH VALLEY
PREPARATORY MUSIC
of Eastern Mennonite College
presents the following
opportunities for your child!

SHENANDOAH KINDERMUSIK
Kindermusik Ages 4-6
Kindermusik Beginnings
Tusedays 2:00-3:15 & 3:30-4:45 Ages 2-4 and parent
Classes begin Sept. 22
Wednesdays 10-10:30
Songs • Musical Games • Instruments

6, 9 & 12 Month Leases Available*
•
•
•
•
•

1,2 & 3 Bedrooms
Townhouses or Gardens
Pool & Tennis Court
Wall-to-Wall Carpet
Small Pets Welcome"

• Full Size Washer & Dryer
• Fully Equipped Kitchen
• City Bus Service to JMU
• Microwave Special'
• 24-Hour Maintenance
• On -Site Management

OPEN HOUSE Sat, Sept 12,3:00-4:30 p.m.
EMC Campus Center, Rm. 226-228
Come meet the director & see the materials and instruments!

M
SQUIRE*HILL

Julia J. White, Director
SHENANDOAH VALLEY CHILDREN'S CHOIR
Open to children in gr. 4-9 interested in choral music of
various styles in a challenging yet enjoyable setting.
Auditions: Sun., Sept. 13 2-5 p.m.
Fri., Sept 18 4-7 p.m.
at EMC's Lehman Auditorium basement
Rehearsals: Mondays 6:45-8:15 beginning Sept. 28

For more info: Julia .1. White, (703) 885-8885

Mon. - Fri.
Weekends by Appt.

\
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A mystery dart to the disappearing ride board
in the Warren Campus Center. The ride board is
a necessary convenience for all those wishing to
escape the community of Harrisonburg on the
weekends. If we could only get those meddling
kids to get on this case, we might get to the
bottom of this...

Pat

Parking problems persist
Every year about this time the number one
concern on JMU students' minds is not thenclasses, the start of the football season or
even this weekend's parties. Their number
one concern is parking.
Despite all the time and effort the parking
committee puts into constructing an efficient system
the students are always outraged at the situation that
greets them each year when they return. No matter
how the committee rearranges the puzzle, there still
aren't enough spaces.
This year the parking committee gave S-lot,
located adjacent Anthony-Scegcr Hall, back to the
faculty. S-lot was designated a commuter lot last
year in exchange for P-lot, located near Showker
Hall, being changed to faculty/staff. So much for a
fair exchange.
With 3,200 commuter stickers being handed out
so far this year, it is easy to understand why there is
so much congestion. Students who are taking classes
on upper campus (a majority of the commuters) are
now forced to circle Y-lot, more commonly known
as the gravel pit, like vultures waiting for a space to
open up. When these students decide to park illegally
they usually get a ticket, but several students haven't
been that fortunate. So far this year five cars have
already been towed for parking infractions.
How bad has the parking situation become? Last
year almost 17,000 parking tickets were handed out
to students and faculty. And you can purchase a
permanent space behind Hillside residence hall from

a private opportunist. How does that economic
theory go — when demand exceeds supply
Despite the obvious bleakness of the situation, the
parking committee's solutions have been less than
effective. Expecting the students to park at the
Convocation Center and take the bus to upper
campus is a little like asking Ashby residents to walk
around Mr. Chips to get to Harrison Hall.
Changing lots from commuter to faculty/staff and
vice versa accomplishes litde more. Regardless of
how they redistribute the spaces there will always be
a shortage — too many cars for not enough spaces.
And this may be the underlying dilemma in the
whole parking problem. The parking committee
cannot make something out of nothing.
Instead of asking the students to do something
impractical and inane or trying to make something
out of nothing — why doesn't the administration
develop a long-term, detailed solution and present it
to the students for discussion! Parking is an
immediate concern to nearly every upperclassmen on
this campus. Let's treat it like one.
If the administration is not here to listen to and
eventually solve student problems with the students
instead of simply telling students its solutions, then
this is not the university it claims to be. In fact, this
is no university at all.
The house editorial is written by a member of the
editorial board and does not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the individual staff members.

Christy Munjad...edbr (jayleCohen...managingedbor (jntntjerdnrg...opinionedtor
Letters to (he editor should be no mote than 350 words, columns no
more than 550 words, and will be published on a space available basis.
They must be deliveted to The Brtexe by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
TktBrtexf reserves the right to edit for clarity and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of
the newspaper, this staff, or James Madison University. ^_

To the workers at Entrance 6 who directed,
and endured thousands of grumpy, hot students
who were seeking meal plans, new ID's, etc. If
it were not for the long hours they put in, the
wait would have been even longer.

Dart...
A hot and sweaty dan to the UPB for
cramming 500 people into the hot gym with no
chairs and no air conditioning — when it was
beautiful outside. The Ocean Blue would have
sounded much better under the sun, with the
grass under our feet

Pat...
A tasty pat to PC. Dukes for trying out some
new alternatives, as well as reorganizing the
food arrangement. Whoever coined the phrase
variety is the spice of life must be working for
Dukes right now.

Dart.

••

An inconvenience dan to those responsible
for requiring students to trek to the Convocation
Center during certain hours over a three-day
period to have their ID's validated. Isn't that
what the campus card center or Entrance 6 at
D-Hall is for?

Pat...
A musical pat to the Marching Royal Dukes
who earned the right to play at Sunday's
Redskins game during halftime. Good luck —
break a leg.

This is your section!
Da*»* pm & designed a* an area where
students can address student concerns. w*e
hope that you vrB send your criticistn or
praise tops at

Use it!

V ~~
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Examining a 'backwards political theater'
On cable's Comedy Central station, there's a great
show called "Mystery Science Theater 3000." The
premise of this show involves a man and his robot
companions who are shot out into outer space as part
of an experiment in which they are forced to watch
some of the worst films ever made.
The mad scientists who control the experiment are
often befuddled, as their hypothesis held that their
test subjects would go insane; instead, Joel and his
robot pals revel in the rank quality of the films they
watch, making hilarious wisecracks as the screen
before them lights up with images of the cheap,
bizarre, asinine and unintentionally comic — the
lowest quality bilge Hollywood could churn out.
Several weeks ago, I set out for Texas on
assignment for the Bloomington Voice, and after only
a few hours at the Astrodome, I began referring to
the Republican National Convention as "Backwards
Political Theater 1992." The parallels were difficult
to ignore.
Indeed, I was trapped, observing a heinous
spectacle that vacillated between high comedy and
utter horror. And sometimes the humor and terror
were intermixed; if Phyllis Schlafly's political
resurrection wasn't so ominous, it would have been
funny. Actually, it was funny. How can you not
laugh at someone who was dressed like a B-westem
movie actress and said she wanted to "shoot up some
pro-choicers?"
In that week in Houston, I came face to face with
the heart of political darkness. It was these people
who ran the convention, condescending swine who
can't deal with the fact that if Jesus were alive today,
he'd be a liberal. It isn't peace, brotherhood, love

GUEST COLUMNIST
— Jaton Vest
and kindness these simpletons are about. Like all
religious zealots, they're on a crusade, not for
improved public policy or a better America, but
more for something out of Margaret Atwood's "The
Handmaid's Tale."
"What we are seeing here is a religious jihad
against any Republican whose religious or
philosophical views differ from those of a hard right,
Christian conservative,*' says Ken Ruberg, executive
director of the Republican mainstream committee.
"The Christian Right is basically using the
Republican party as a political vehicle."
This became apparent even before the convention
started. Of the 120 platform committee members, 30
belonged to Pat Robertson's Christian Coalition. (At
least 300 delegates present also belong to the
organization.) Gay Republicans were barred from the
platform deliberation, and pro-choice Republicans
found themselves constantly assailed by smarmy,
self-righteous Schlaflyites.
"A lot of moderates have been alienated by this
convention," said former Indianapolis mayor Bill
Hudnut. "And these people who hijacked the
convention — they don't understand public policy,
or governing through consensus. What they
understand is undertaking a witch hunt."
(Hudnut, incidentally, is also a Protestant

minister.)
Indeed, the week in Houston got off to a great
start with Pat Buchanan spewing his noxious rhetoric
from the podium that Monday night. While some of
the delegates cheered, others looked bored and
slightly uncomfortable. And when Buchanan decried
the concept of women in combat, the energy of
polarization swept the Astrodome. Some cheered;
others looked offended and angered.
But if any line in his speech highlighted the
philosophical rift within the party, it was his plea to
"take back our culture and take back our country."
Many delegates reacted the same way: take it back
from whom?
"Hopefully, the days of Pat Buchanan
exclusiveness are numbered," says Kevin Kellams,
an aide to Sen. Dick Lugar, R-Ind. 'Talking about
social warfare isn't good politics."
And therein lies the problem. While Republicans
like Jack Kemp, Bill Weld, Tommy Thompson and
others want to talk public policy, the freaks who
hijacked the platform want to undertake their own
program of ethnic and cultural cleansing in America.
Evangelicals above all. What a charming thought.
Jason A. Vest is an occasional student at Indiana
University and editor at large of the Bloomington
Voice, an alternative newsweekly. A graduate of
Georgetown University's Institute on Political
Journalism, his work has appeared in the
Washington Post and San Francisco Examiner,
among others. He is working on a book about the
modern Republican party, and is using this column
space to blow off some steam.

Clarity and funding missing from JMU's theme
Oh mah Gawd ...I am so affected!
This trademark line from a popular "Saturday
Night Live" sketch concerning college life is a more
valuable statement than you might think. All of us
assess our daily activities in terms of benefits and
consequences; all of us form priorities in terms of
needs, desires and hopes. All of us, then, must ask
ourselves with each new experience the perplexing
and often difficult question: "How will I be
affected?"
Once again the J MU administration challenges us
to reach deep within ourselves and determine the
level to which we will be affected ... this time with
its new theme, "Discovery and the Illusion of
Knowledge: Technology, Communication, Politics,
and our Changing Values."
The administration believes this theme will be a
unifying link between campus cultures, the fire to
ignite a festival of growth and learning, a means to
understand the universe both at home and at large.
Will it? Ask yourself: Will this theme foster in
me an intellectual zeal? Will this theme help me to
develop as a more socially aware human being?
Will this theme bring a campus together in some
kind of unilateral harmony?
The answer is probably "no" to all three questions.
Theoretically, the theme committee's ideas serve to
better the university infrastructure and its students.
Practically, however, the committee has failed to
justify itself by providing any established events for
that university system.
As students — fundamental components of this
infrastructure — we should be questioning the
proposed value of a holy theme declared by the

GUEST COLUMNIST
— Aaron Pastcrnack
assistant vice president of administration services
and finance as "clear" and "tremendously
beneficial."
Is it? Hmmm . .. "Discovery and the Illusion of
Knowledge" ... yep, sounds crystal-clear to me! If
the student population is so fortunate to be blessed
with this theme, why are there no committeedesigned programs in which to participate?
The answer probably lies in funding, or, rather,
lack of funding to create necessary programs. Yet
this same key administrator in university finance —
or any other committee member, for that matter —
cannot find the monetary means to enact programs
for an otherwise abstract theme.
A theme that is so obscure in meaning, so
confusing in its goals and so weak in its
implementation is not a theme at all, but merely an
excuse — a stunt to instill uniformity, tradition and
formality unnecessarily. Abstract in its wording,
weightless in its design, this theme serves little
purpose. Instead it joins a list of other senseless JMU
themes, lofty expressions, and saccharin-sweet
slogans.
When I first visited this campus during
orientation, I was lured by the phrase, "the JMU
way." Do you know what "the JMU way" is? I've
been searching for three years and have come up

short I was mildly shocked to see JMU described by
a booklet for prospective freshmen as soon to be the
"best undergraduate institution in America." I could
be wrong, but I think Harvard and Yale are catching
up to us.
Theme committee member Dr. Carol Kefalas was
quoted in the Sept. 3 Breeze as saying this theme
"would be complex enough to allow people to take
different views on what discovery and the illusion of
knowledge is." Dr. Kefalas is correct, this theme is
complex . .. and vague . . . and confusing . . . and,
therefore, fairly meaningless.
Her vision that this theme will serve to link people
and help them understand human values is simply
impossible without the proper university funding to
enact programs and engage the entire campus
community. With more clarity and proper
implementation, this theme may have potential.
Without such elements, it joins a vast array of wasted
ideas and meaningless catch-phrases from "the JMU
way" to "family values."
The inimitable poet William Carlos Williams once
observed: "No ideas but in things." For over 80
years, JMU has employed its vision in practical
programs, resources, projects, facilities and people.
Because of these practical visions I have been
"affected" in a positive sense. But if funds for
proper programs remain as elusive as this theme's
meaning, the perplexing question, "How will I be
affected?," will be significantly easier to answer.
Answer I won't be affected at all.
Aaron Pastcrnack is a senior human communication
major.
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Do I really want to live with Judy the
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got Uh+i/ Monday 1b decide if I'm a B/oloqy
or a Theatre major. Have I Completely lost
if ? Will I ever be able fo make 3 dedr/bn,
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able to pick a phone company with
absolutely no problem...Ve^,there if hope*

With AT&T, choosing a phone company is easy.
Because when you sign up for AT&T Student
Saver Plus, you can pick from a complete line
of products and services designed specifically to fit your
needs while you're in college. Whatever they may be.
Our Reach Out* Plans can save you money on
AT&T Long Distance, no matter where and when you call. Call
Manager will separate your AT&T Long Distance calls from the

ones your roommates make. And the AT&T Calling Caid
makes it easy to call from almost anywhere to anywhere. Also, when you sign up for AT&T, your first call
is free*
And with AT&T, you'll get the most reliable long
distance service.
AT&T Student Saver Plus. It's the one college decision that's
easy to make.

If you're an off-campus student, sign up for
MSS Student Saver Plus by calling 1800 654-0471 Ext. 851.
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JMU looks to bounce back at Richmond
by Ian Record
senior writer

JMU at Richmond
1:00 p.m. at Richmond

Richmond
AT A GLANCE

Last MMtinc:

1991 JMU 47. Richmond 42

Player*
To Watch:

#13 G«g mm
08 6' it
QB
180 lbs.
#44 Eric Johnsons;
... :.::tB'.r:i::227:|b»,:
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JMU looks to bounce back from a 29-point loss to
Virginia Tech as it begins its I-AA schedule
Saturday against a hungry University of Richmond
bent on avenging a tough loss a year ago.
The Dukes are hoping to avoid a repeat of last
year's performance when they almost blew a 30point first-half lead, needing a goal-line stand in the
final moments of the fourth quarter to hang on for a
47-42 victory.
Despite Richmond's abysmal 2-9 record in 1991,
JMU will face an experienced team that is returning
19 starters from last year's squad.
"What we did last year and what they did last year
is irrelevant,'* said JMU head coach Rip Scherer. "It
is going to be a heck of a battle.''
Several players said the key to defeating
Richmond is to play 60 minutes of football instead of
30 minutes, a problem that plagued them both last
week and the last time they met Richmond
"They've got all our respect I don't think anyone
on this team is going in saying we are going to blow
Richmond out," senior quarterback Eriq Williams
said. "They did things to us that no one else on our
schedule did to us. We know they are a capable
football team."
Junior tight end Dion Foxx scored two
touchdowns against the Spiders last year.
"It's going to be a very exciting game," Foxx said.
"It will be like the Tech game except we are going to
play for four quarters this time instead of three. They

definitely are a sleeper.''
Senior tailback Kenny Sims, who rushed for 127
yards last week, agreed.
"Their rally last year was our fault. We slacked
off and let them get back into the game," he said.
"But Richmond is a tough team. We have to look at
them as the best team on our schedule.''
That "rally" almost spelled defeat for JMU, as
Richmond scored three touchdowns in the fourth
quarter, driving to JMU's one-yard line in its quest
for a fourth before linebacker Jim "Bubba"
Chronigcr keyed a goal-line stand with two tackles
and an assist.
"The Spiders are going to be coming at us because
of last year's game," Chronigcr said.
Among the leaders of the Richmond squad are
senior flanker Sterling Brown, who caught 47 balls
last year for 6% yards, and junior quarterback Greg
Lilly, who has started 14 games for the Spiders.
Lilly put up impressive numbers last season,
completing 55 percent of his passes for 1,950 yards
and a phenomenal 118.3 efficiency rating. He burned
the JMU secondary in last year's contest, going 19
for 32 for 309 yards and three touchdowns.
"Anytime you have an experienced quarterback
coming back, a winner, you are going to have a good
chance to win," Scherer said of Lilly.
Anchoring the Spiders' defense is senior
linebacker Eric Johnson, a 1991 All-American who
has led the Yankee Conference in tackles the last two
seasons and posted 179 last season. As a sophomore,
RICHMOND page

Dukes hold off surge
to defeat GMU 3-2
by Allison Boyce
contributing writer
Although a storm threatened
yesterday's women's soccer matchup
with George Mason, it was the Dukes
that provided enough rumble and
thunder to pull out a 3-2 win over the
rival Patriots.
The first half was headed towards a
0-0 tie when JMU sophomore forward
Julie Reule broke the ice with six
minutes left in the half on a running
shot on the goal.
GMU forward Carol Lind
responded 24 seconds later with a
goal, tying the score 1-1. Only 38
seconds passed before JMU scored
again, with Reule feeding sophomore
Jamie Dykes for the goal, closing the
half at 2-1.
"Soccer's like that." said JMU
coach Dave Lombardo. "Usually you
get psychological soft spots after a
goal. That happens to both teams,
whether you've been scored on or you

,-;-.w4»";i.„. •,... .is.

just scored."
Only 1:30 into the second half,
JMU freshman Ashley Williamson
tallied the Dukes final goal, putting
JMU up by two.
"I was real surprised [about my
goal]," she said. "I just wanted to go
in and play my hardest, go for the
goal. It was a great game."
Halfway through the second half,
GMU's Lind found the back of the net
to bring the Patriots within one. But
JMU goalkeeper Jen Donaldson was
able to hold off a late flurry of shots
by the Patriots to preserve the win.
Lombardo was pleased with the
victory, but was not totally satisfied
with his team's play in the final
moments.
"We did our best to give it away in
the last 20 minutes," he said. "You
have to give GMU credit. They
pushed offensively and we kind of
hung on with our fingernails."
The Dukes next game is at home on
Sunday at 1 p.m. against Wright State.

CRAW NEWMAN/THE BREEZE

Sophomore forward Jamie Dykes battles with a GMU defender.
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HOLE IN THE WALL NEWSSTAND

J WE CREATE THE ILLUSION ^

30 S. Main St (BesldeJess's)
433-3366 ...

You'll Find Things Here that You
Won't Find on Ordinary NewstandsU!
(Adult Movie Rentals Available)
GRATEFUL
DEAD &
LIQUID
BLUE
T-SHIRTS

Grateful Dead
Stickers & Bumper Stickers
-Special Novelties
'All Occasion Humor Cards
'Baseball Cards
'Comic Books
'Incense (cone & stick)

O LIQUID BLUE

WE CREATE EXCITEMENT
Paul Mitchell, Redkin, Scruples
—Sunglitz—

The Way To Natural Highlites

WAYNE'S HAIR & TANNING SALON
624 Hawkins St. Harrisonburg, VA 22801 434-1617

RESERVE OFFICER'S TRAINING CORPS
Trek 800 Mountain Blk*
List $344.99
Now $289.99

1570 S. MAIN. HARRISONBURG

434-5151
USA

Join the
Finest Ride
in History

BIKE TREK

START AN IMPRESSIVE RESUME
WITH A COLLEGE ELECTIVE.
Contact: Major John Bayless
Phone: 703«568*6090

Oct. 2-4,1992
Williamsburg, Va.
A 2-day, lOO^tlle luxury tour
of Colonial Virgfmta
For Information, call

Take an introductory course from Army ROTC.
With no obligation. You'll begin to acquire the
confidence, self-discipline, decisiveness, and
leadership skills sought by employers of college
graduates. And you'll learn how you can place
"Army Officer" on your resume when you
graduate.
Set a course for success this term. Register
now for an Army ROTC elective.

1 800 243-TREK
Cmntury option available/

t

AMERICAN
LUNG ASSOCIATION
OF VIRGINIA

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TARE.
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Men's soccer looks to build on quick start
by Drew van Essdstyn
stqffwriter
JMU men's soccer coach Tom
Martin saw some big holes on defense
when the season started, and faced a
big challenge in trying to duplicate
last year's 17-3-1 season.
But seeing his 1992 team perform
the way it did this past weekend at the
Wake Forest Invitational, Martin has
to be happy with his Dukes start.
Following two big wins against
10th-ranked North Carolina and 6thranked Wake Forest, JMU has started
off on the right foot in its drive for a
berth in the postseason NCAA
tournament.
On Saturday, JMU played the way
Martin said "they needed to in order to
win," downing the Tar Heels 2-1,
behind sophomore David Villarreal's
game winning goal.
The Dukes then faced host Wake
Forest on Monday, and shocked the
Demon Deacons and the rest of the
collegiate soccer world with a 4-0
shutout win.
Freshman forward Pat McSorley
came off the bench to provide an
offensive spark with three goals, tying
a JMU single-game record.
"We played so smart against Wake
Forest, and that is where 'soccer

intelligence' comes into play," Martin
said. This past weekend we planted a
seed for us to hopefully build upon for
the rest of the season. Wins like this,
if we have a good season, will figure
very significantly."
The lineup was questionable to start
the season, but Martin has shifted
some players around to fill the holes
left on defense from last year's squad.
Senior Kevin Born and junior Bob
Johnston drop back from midfielder to
defender to anchor the defense with
converted junior forward K.P.
Wawrzyniak.
At goalkeeper, Martin feels
confident with returning senior Joe
O'CarrolL
"We knew we were solid in goal,"
Martin said. "And this weekend he
played against a tough team and came
up with a big time performance.''
Wawrzyniak is coming off a
redshirt season because of a broken
ankle. Johnston led the Dukes with
seven assists last season, and Born is a
three-year letlerman. Martin said he is
pleased with the early season
accomplishments.
"The big question mark was the
backline," he said. "They have really
come together as a tight unit Nothing
but accolades for those guys."

FILE PHOTO
Coach Martin directs practice.

At midfield, senior captain Brian
Albrecht leads the way, along with
Chris Maltese, Kaarlo Kankkunen,
junior college All-American Jon
Pillion, Nate Fairchild and Villarreal.
Fairchild was a high school ailAmerican from Dublin, Ohio, and
Kankkunen brings international
experience from Finland.
"Our returning players are able to
do the job," Martin said. "But we also
have a good nucleus of young players.
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We're probably deepest at midfield."
Martin returns all his key players.
Senior Ivan Sampson, JMU's leading
scorer last year with nine goals and
five assists, teams with Brent Bennett
(five goals, two assists), Jeff Todd,
Chad Wilkinson, McSorley and Mark
Mathewson.
McSorley has made an immediate
impact, and Mathewson was the
Dukes' second leading scorer from
last season as a reserve.
Last season, despite winning the
CAA regular season title, the Dukes
were not granted an NCAA
tournament bid.
"The region fell more slighted than
anything," Martin said. "To only get
two bids from the region, with us on
the bubble made it tough to swallow.
It's motivation for this season,
whether you bring it up or not."
Martin pointed to his team's overall
depth as its most important weapon.
"In the past, we've had the
numbers," he said, "but we've never
had the same skill level on the bench
as we do this season.
"We don't want to look down the
road, because there's always a danger
in that," Martin said. "But if this team
plays like it did this weekend, it bodes
well for us as a team this season."
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INVITE US TO DINNER...
• •••

WE'LL BRING THE PIZZA !
CALL FOR SAFE, FREE DELIVERY

433-3776
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Want to know
what the Dukes
are up against
this season?

STudio

ART

shop

lecture Supplies

Art Graph!)

Look for a Breeze special edition on Friday
previewing the JMU football season.

LOOK
for a
Breeze
special
edition
on
Sept.

11
for
previews
of the
JMU
football
season.

8000LT... Laptop Word
$129
XD4900
Electronic Typewriter
Store, recall, edit and print
ten on our vrord processing typewriter.
la/"V ■■-

Wherever you travel, youlifiwe the
i to youtjC. Operating on
batteries or ail ACad»|tfeifour laptop features
built-in word processing software, a parallel and
serial port as well as fax/modem capabilities.

-.

»!'»P

$349
PWP3600
Personal Word Processor
Create text quickly and easily
with a 16-line LCD. Our PWPi
also PC file format compatible.

Your Campus Rep is:

PWP4600
Penonal Won! Processor
Featuringa 9" monitor and
printer, ourPVVP also includes
ASCnartWoriPerfcct*
conversion programs.

'r'Deta"s

$279
^

IdT.IHEH.lrliTTTJI
Mark Jacoby

Phone:

(703) 564-0898

200j Ink-Jet I
Connect to your IBM PC or
compatible or Smith
Corona Laptop.
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No one deserves the lead in this week's predictor poll more than Ian (don't caU me Ann) Reconl He shn^ed off boh sdmrirosit and his bek)ved Redskins to ^
8-3 for the week. The Lefthanders crystal ball must have come in kxxl and ck^ as he tied Ian with an 8-3 mark. V^ tokl you I>ew was the only one wte
pick up a Pro-Football Preview. This NFL gum was a blistering 0-5 in NFL garnes (even VimyTestaveraferuri better numbers
that his sub-par performance was only a decoy and has vowed to win the season long competitim at any cost Meanwhik, Steve is trying to rem
consistency that he has been thus far while Joe needs to pick up the pace a bit ifhe wants ronamin among the kaders.Trus week me par^

annofthclawAteMadto*toto|»Bdk<riavittri

Want to know
what the Dukes
are up against
this season?

^sw
GRILL
Full Sandwich & Salad Menu
Lunch and Dinner
•Fresh Cut Steaki* Tender Prime Rib'BBQ Back Ribs«Pa«ta & Seafood
9 oz. Prime Rib Special
Tuesday & Wednesday - $8.99

Look for a Breeze special edition on Friday
previewing the JMU football season.

Serving Sunday Brunch 10-3
8 items to choose from plus regular menu from
$4.95 to $7.25

15% discount
to JMU
parents &
visitors

Ho Jo Inn

Casual dining, delicious foods at prices you can afford

Our
restaurant
open daily

Part Rep Rd.
Johnson
St.

i- LOCAL RESERVATIONS —■

CABLE TV
HBO, ESPN
FREE LOCAL
PHONE SERVICE

434-6771

For nationwide
reservations

I

800 654-2000

O

Located off of 1-81 at exit 245 across from James Madison University
Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg

Monday-Thursday
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Friday-Saturday
11 a.m.- 2a.m.
Sunday 10 a.m. - 12 Midnight
1 Mill Street
(formerly White Star Mill)
Snunton
Exit 222
Historic Staunton
703-886-0656
Richmond Rd. W250
10% off with
JMU ID

Open Mike Night on Sunday. Starts at 8 p.m.

Blues, Bluegrass, Jazz, Pop, Lite Rock, All Acoustical

.«.-»' •* *,!»„-=.*-*<£ AT™
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THE FAR SlUE/Gary Larson

CALVIN & HOBBES/BMWatterson
AS I, THE MANIACAL
T1RANT, LOOK DOWN UPON
Ml PATHETIC SUBJECTS....

.1 REFLECT ON HOW TMDR
PVJHX LWES MEN* NOTHING
TO ME EXCEPT AS THE BRUTE
LABOR NKE5SMJ110 EXECUTE
Ml MAO DESVSMS.' VW
LONATTC WHIMS ARE THEIR
LAWS.' HA HA HA.'

I TUOVJSHT I
TOLD 100 TO
GATHER THE
TRASH.

BEING ^ PKREHT
MUST BE NICE.

——fc.

'in'

■-- ~~1

*""*"

""""" "**"*"

iU >*

1NE GOT TO STOP
READING TVOSE DUMB
ADVICE COLUMNS.

OUWQ nv/ \ * PERSON CANT
■Wf.TxmW.) BE A DOORMAT
^____-Jf UNLESS HE
\
AUOWS HIMSELF
TO BE ONE'
^h
r REFUSE TO
. 'aB
BUDSE?

-/S

•_, r f^©^
:.^
In the rodent family, the beaver la king ol the
busy aignal.

\N

?T
HELLO, WE ARE UNABLE
TO COME TO THE PHONE
.
RIGHT NOfJ...
>

RltfNG

... SO PLEASE LEAVE A
MESSAGE AT THE
SOUND OF THE CUCK.
—..
s
* CLICK*

£*H

-1

V

*o
Alert, but tar from panicked, the herbivore* studied
the sudden arrival of two cheetah speedwalkers.

THE UNIVERSITY/WC Cundiff

-a-

I 5« >«.e
A** uwuty
TO

*>t.

<r\^-/6

\ ° s*&l
\ °

^^S\t[ C J

\^f^^
v f 3 -^
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM/Mike Peters

BUG IN MY EYE/OR Yankoviak

(jyc\e. • recycle • recycle • recycle • recycle • recycle • ^e c

Si

Recycle this paper, yes this one that
you are reading now!

J * 9pX^^

9

apfe9^

9

3pXo^

#

&VD&D-B-A

9

^pXo^vl

#

^pXcr^*
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FOR RENT
Fereet Hike - 1. 2 of 3 female* needed.
Fel an*or a?nng ***•* ivawtf* Cat 432

MODELS NEEDED
for Flgur* Drawing class
$7.50/hr. or $22.50/class

oca
IM»VlM*li tw at*. 433-1223.
f 180 Caen tot* Ml - Space* MlH In
4 BR unlit. Fully lurnish*d Lost Itrn
iwgotabt* Cell Dorothy Ricft*. 432-4641 or
Commonwtrtti flealy, 434-2977.
Tm Fteaate* ttmttt - to there large 4 BR
townhout*. tuHy lumithtd. In* work*. Call
434-1173Tht Comment - On* room Ml In t tour
room apirtmtm $215 par month, uWrlies
included Cal 56M2S2
Room tor rant in house, ona block Irom
campus on Main St. $t70/mo plus utfites
Cal Mae. 432-6331.
Plan ahead! Room availabl* December.
Si50 or boat olfar. Closer to quad than
vitago. Cal Brooka. 432-6122.
Room rantat - lamala gradual* ttudant or
senior Kitchen us*. W/D. al utatns included
Ctooa to JMU. $185rmo. plus depose Month
to month ktaaa. Cal 433-9450
Far Ittaa - Appalooaa mar*, 17 hands,
experienced ridara only, 289-9060.

FOR SALE
Buying - tailing - »*l*cted Bataball.
Football. BaakatbaD, Hockay - back issue
Comics Duktt Sporttcarda, 1427 South
Main Straat. Hamaonburp, 433-OUKE
Smith Corona PWP 3100 personal word
processor New condton, 867-5363.
For tale - loll, tlurdy conatruction. $100,
289-9050.
Haifa 16- giant mountain bike - k* new.
$300,(703)8866871.
White bedreem furniture tor sale. Bad.
dresser, daak, mirror, now mattraat. $150.
Cal Latia, 564-1541.
Deak - dark wood. 3 large drawer!, 1 carter.
$46,433-3764
21" eakK TV upright vacuum cleaner, $150;
caratter vacumm ckwnercarpat daanar, $75;
gat powered shrubbery trimmer, $86;
Commadora computer w«h gam**, joy-aticki,
•xirat, $125, 78 2-0R Mercury, $395; 4347M
Watarbed mania** with bo«*d Iran* Cal
433-9462.
Far tale - derm refrigerator, twin bad
maltreat Cal Chra. 434-5817
Indoor rummage tea) - Saturday, Sept. 12.
VaHay PUyhouse/R*d Davit Center 107 E.
Water St.. Hamsonburg. VA 22801. 8 00 3:00. Procaada ot sale banalh Valley
Playhouaa, Inc., a nonprofit organization.
Lott tor aale - two shelves included. $35
Cal Man. 432-9865
CamaneWa road Who - 50cm, like new.
Cal Km, 564-0916 (message)
IBM PS/2 Medel SO - 3 mag
RAMrVGA/moua* $1250/Obo, 5644746.
Muate lljMMatinl - 16 channel snake, wah
pedal, boat delay, banei compressor. DOD
direct boa, electro harmona Sangar. Call Eric,
434-7930.

HELP WANTED
Leaking lar etudent arganiiatlon
aponeorahip lor sales commesion. $10-850
par tale, security devices Call 664-5047,
leave name 6 number
Put* *Ml truck to move ankajaa to Luray.
part-tine JametMcHone Jewelry, 433-1633

Must bs available at least
on* day per week either
iVton.. Wed., or Fri.
13:00 to 16:00
Phone 568-6319 or 568-6216
or com* by Aahby Art Studio
between 13:00 and 16:00.

Wanted "Talker*" - I you enjoy taking on
the phone, we would Ifce to la* to you Pan
tint*, 18 Noun par week. Guaranteed salary
Cal 5644085, Man - Thur*., 3 - 5 pm.

Hung ever? I your hangover keep* hanging
around 6 your high* have got you war, cal
«6177 (Health Carter) to stjn up for the free
alcohol 6 other drug abut* education
program. FK*I union* am Sept. 18 8 17,
3:30-4:30.

ATTENTION
FUND RAISERS
Sell Your Patio Space
ForCa$h
Call
David Elder
Blvd. Jewelry
(301)608-9116 or
(202)371-0559

Wanted
Students with great
communication skills who
would like to work In a
busy office atmosphere
selling our vacation
packages. We supply ths
training & the leads. No
cold calling. We will work
around your schedule.
Call Mrs. Weaver

432-6930
Judicial Secretary - paid position open in
omce ot the Student Judcal Coordinator. Cal
K6372 lor apptcaton. Cal by Sept 11th
$22.17/hr. Prefeaelonal company tetkt
students to tall popular collage 'party'
T-shirt* (includes tit-dyes). Choose Irom 12
design*. 1991-92 average $22.17/hr Salt*
over twice average first month. Orders
trapped MM day. Work on consignment with
no financial obligation or purchase lor
$5 95-up (Visa/MC accepted). Cal tree
anyone 1(800)733-3266.
Mall handler* needed immediately to
proceaa large amounts ot mat. Fait cash!
Sand a sol addressed stamped envelop* lor
detail* and application to - ABC Mail
Processing. PO Box 169. Dunn Spring*, TN
37057.
Attention Upaerclaeamen - National
publiahing firm teekt talented writers for
special protect concerning JMU student Me
F.am $80 - $200 dependmj on pages wrtltn
Contact Mr Cherry «(804)2964562

LOST & FOUND
Found-weaea on »• Quad CalltodenUy
David, 433-7601.

SERVICES

Freshman parking - Freshman, bring your
car to JMU ott-campua parking lot above
HltsiJo dorm. 25 space* available Cal 4332128.
For more information 8 assistance
regarding the investigation ol
financing business opportunities 6
work at home opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau, Inc.
at

(600)533-5501.
Welcome back JMU studtr* special* - $8
haircut*, Monday - Friday $2 discount with
Gou Have k card Cal Nutiont, 433-1588.

PERSONALS
LoatortNp 8 attntgaattnt training ottered
to Freshman 6 Sophomores without
obligation. Cal Army ROTC, Major John
Baytess at «6264.

CONGRATS SIGMA NU
ON YOUR
HOOPS FOR UFE
SUCCESS!
LOVE, YOUR UTTLE
SISTERS
Supplement your college degree with
htno»-on leederahip cipenenc* provided by
Army ROTC. Call Major Bayleis today at
«6264

SGA&KAV
SPONSORS
VOTER REGISTRATION
Tues.-Thure., 15th-17th at
The Warren Campus Center
10-2pm
Adoptlon-Chnstian chadless couple Wife B
an UN plan*to stay home with baby. We
can help each other! Please cal Paul i Mary
(703)369-9899

Skydlve! Come experience an incredble
adventure - skydiving - th* ultimate high!
Cal for our rto aheel with pneet. drectons.
etc. at Skydive Orange. (703)942-3871
pctoryHi*).

Jetu* died to take away your tin* - Net
your mind. W* beatv* tain 6 though! can
coexist Jon us for pizza tonight - our treat
Godwin but (top, 6:45. Lutheran Student

Steep wrth no at th* Watarbed Shack,

All buatneea majora intereeted In tta
co-ed IntaKnabonet Buaineea
Fraternity of Delta Sigma Pi, t>* laat
informational meeting it TONtOHT.
Learn mom al SAO pm in the
Alegheny room of the WCC.
KAT
tpontort
Maryland voter
regi*tr»tion,WCC, Friday, Sept 11.12-4
pm.

—FRATERNITY A—
SORORITY RUSH
SIGN-UPS
TIL' FRIOAV, 1:00 - 4:00 PM
AT THE COMMONS
(ki front otO-HaH)

Get Involvool Honor Council Representative
application* are avaiebta a Wme-Price 123
& the information desk, WCC. Appacalion*
are due S*pL 15 at 5 pm in Wk*Prict 123.

—FRATERNITY 4—
SORORITY RUSH
SIGN-UPS
TIL' FRIDAY, 1:0O - 4:00 PM
AT THE COMMONS
(In front of D-HaH)

AK4»
THE OLDEST PROFESSIONAL CO-ED
BUSME3S FRATERMTV BItOUMea
l**ORMATK* MEETINGS ON SEPT. 13
ATftO0PM9MOWKER2018SEPT.14AT
8:00 PMSHOWKER HAIL OS.
COME LEAR* MORE.

Get a perking ticket lately? Apply tor the
Traffic Appeal* Committee Application*
*va**bkiMit»WCCir#c<rraabnc*ek*SGA
office In Wine-Price or call i3796 for

SPEND A SEMESTER
IN PARIS
We *tff have a lew opening* in our
Spring 1983 aemeater. It you are
intereeted, pteeee cal the Slucke*
Abroad Office at x6419.
Floor Hockey Captaln't sign-up meeting.
530,S*pl16,Godw*i344

FREETIZZAT
MUSIC INDUSTRY
ASSOCIATION MEETING
TONIGHT- ROOM321
MUSIC BUILDING

Turn tennr* sign-up deadline, 5:30, Sept.
15, Godwin 205.

R5T17JE

Making a declaien about an unplanned
pregrancy word be easy Frst, give yourself
a Bra iin*. Look at all your option* Irom tl
th* angle*. Weigh the pro* and cont
carafuty. About al be honest with your**)
R*m*mber, tht beat choice ■ the on* that's
right for you. W* otter family planning,
counseling and first trimester abortion
serve** because we beatv* a woman should
have a hi range ot options available to her.
Call us if we can help, confidentially ol
court*. Haperstown Reproductive Health
Services; in Hagerstown, Maryland since
1879 (301 )733-2400 Coatct calt accepted.

Free Karat* Ftrat 2 k**ont Ira* to new
student! who want to try the JMU Martai Am
Club, 7:00 pm-» 30 pm Monday* and
Wednesday* Godwn Hal, wreatknj room.
1216 Start* September 9. Cal 4344824 tor

DELTA SIGMA «

PLAYERS
AN AMERICAN PUB 4 DELI
121 S. MAIN ST. DOWNTOWN
433-1920
(THE ONLY IS 8 OVER CLUB IN
TOWN

Ruth A40, JMU's coed serve* fraternity!
More rtormaton - Sept. 15 6 17. Tidewater
room, 7:30 pm. Cal Sarah, 433-0881 or
Mahtyn. 568-5854.
PREGNANT and need heap or
someone to Helen? Concerned
about th* effect* ot abortion on
women? Or |u*t intereeted in
becoming better educated on the
•ubfact ot abortion? Join ue

THURSDAY
LADIES NIGHT

Tueedaye, 9 pm, WCC PeWmont

18* OVER ADMITTED
(TOP 40 - DANCE MUSIC)
9PM-2AM

I Need an absent** ballot
or a place to register to vole? Come to
W«rr*n Camput Center, Sept 15,16 8 17
trom10-2pm.

FRIDAY
CLUB NIGHT

THE OLDEST PtWFESStONAL CO-ED
BUSINESS FRATERNITY IS HOLDING
MFORMATION MEETINGS ON SEPT. 13
AT fcOS PM, SHOWttR 2018 SEPT. 14
AT fcOO PM, SHOWKER HAU G8.
COME LEARN MORE.

FIRST RIGHT OF JMU

AK4*

18* OVER ADMITTED
(THE BEST IN HOUSE, RAP
MUSIC)
10PM-3AM

Oat your recyefng Una tret 8 detvered to
you. Cal 4344600

SATURDAY
"COLLEGE" LADIES
NIGHT
18 8 OVER ADMITTED
(TOP 40 -DANCE MUSIC)
LADIES - FREE WITH JMU »
MEN - $1.00 OFF WITH JMU 10
10PM-3AM

Wendy wants talented
MEN (and WOMEN)
HOMECOMING REVIEW
TRY-OUTS
Big Kahuna Cash Prizes
Sign-up at the UPB Today!
Sptkefeet - ITs only two dtys away! Come
ore 81H

Attention - All Huberts who do not h»v* a
green 92-93 Kicker on thai JAC card mutt
b* vatdtied Bmg your daet tchttlul* to tht
Convocation Cerwr Ticket Office, 8:00am 5 00pm. Sept 7 - 11th or to Godwin Hal,
Thurs, Sept 10.1 00 - 3 00 pm

UTTLEGAILL
Thuraday - Tha Sewrdmen"
Poetry, Theatre 8 Swordplay
10pm $2
Saturday - Christian Pernrt
Accousbc Guitar 8 Singing
9pm
621 N. Mason St. 434-3594
Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner

SachUgy One meeting today at 600 pm,
Jackson 103. Parting Fal picnic.
Fleer Hockey Official* Training Clinic
430.Sept15,Godt*n342
, Perry, Trad, AM***. Dave, Side,
Jack, Matt - Have an ouMandng year) Love
ya.yourTXEBigSi.

Be an Honor Council
Representative! Get an
application now at WinePrice 123 or Into desk,
WCC. Applications are
due Sept 15,5pm, WP123
Dltnn - W.lcom* to JMUI Have an
ouwandngtemetter
Ml - Hive in outstanding semester! Best
wnhes Love ya. Sharon.

E.A.R.T.H.
FIRST MEETING AT
5:00 PM
IN BURRESS 44
Cengratukraona new Skdera! Sigma Kappa
love* you)
Thank you ia)E lor a great

back

r
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TKERush
Starti naxtWMk!

FrM piual Music Indutlry Aiaocitllon
maaang MighL Room ». Muatc bukkng.

DELTA SIGMA PI
All boainaaa rnajon inlaraaiad in of

Monday's Bratn
EK.

tUSH in
For more lufwiiuilun
contact IMchael Pfaufc at
434-9726
Mauaa - Mate MM to goal undar th* righi
htading. I lov» you. Honty or whippad
ciMrn?DD
AIA - VMcona back! Gal paychad tor an
iRiaM

Co-Ed Imamatenal Buamaaa
Fratamay of Data Sigma PI, tha laat
informational maaeng It TONIGHT.
Laam mwaat 8:00 pm in Iha
Alaghany Room, WCC.

AXT. IKA. IX - Thank* tor wttyng in
to ntw tmaaav. I aaa a baa* low, A*.
HI - Thana* tor a rodutt Sfft party! AIA

JMU ANIMAL RIGHTS
COALITION
FIRST MEETING OF THE
SEMESTER
THURS.SEPT.10 7PM
KEEZELL105

Think you're
funny?
If you are interested in drawing a
comic strip for 72?# Breeze, call
Jessica at X6127. The deadline for
applications is Sept. 18,

Want to know
what the Dukes
are up against
this season?
Look for a Breeze
special edition
on September 11
previewing the
football season.

Richmond
CONTINUED from page 2.1

Johnson had 28 tackles against the
Dukes — 11 unassisted
"Richmond is a very experienced
team," Scherer said. "They have had
made some moves defensively that
have helped them speedwise."
Scherer added that JMU's defense
needs to show improvement over last
week, citing tackling and the big play.
"We have to get better defensively
and eliminate the big play," he said.
"We also were grabbing too much and
not tackling — that was our problem
against Tech."
JMU leads the series record 5-4
against Richmond, but the Dukes have
won the last five meetings, including

consecutive shutouts in 1989 and
1990.
Richmond is coached by Jim
Marshall, who has compiled a 4-29
record in three seasons with the
Spiders. But 1992 marks the first year
Marshall has an experienced team,
especially at the skilled positions with
the return of Brown and Lilly.
"The head coach is in a position
where the players are fighting for his
job," Williams said. "Any time you
have a coach the players want to play
for they are going to be a better team.
They felt like if they beat us they
could save their coaches job and they
are fighting for the same thing this
year.*

Sportstip?
Sportstip?
Sportstip?
Call Joe or Steve at

X6709

You could have
used this space
to tell your
"I love you,"
BUT NO!!
If you're interested in placing a classified,
come down to The Breeze in the basement
of Anthony-Seeger Hall. Deadline for
Thursday's issue is noon Tuesday.
Deadline for Monday's issue is noon
Friday. The first 10 words are $2.50, and
any additional group of 10 words is $2.
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HOW DO WE DELIVER IN 30
MINUTES OR LESS?
WE HAVE A 30 YEAR HEAD START!
OUR PERFECT PIZZA IS DELIVERED IN
30 MINUTES... GUARANTEED!
....PLEASE CUP AND SAVE FOR WEEKLY (OR DAR.Y)REFERENCE

DOMINO'S PIZZA
VALUE MENU
ALL DAY, EVERY DAY LOW PRICES

®

10" SMALL

12" MEDIUM/PAN

5.99

OUR SUPERB CHEESE PIZZA

6.99

15" LARGE

9.29

Medium also made in DEEP DISH PAN style
TOP IT OFF! - WE REALLY PILE IT ON!
PEPPERONI
SAUSAGE
FRESH MUSHROOMS
GROUND BEEF
HAM
PINEAPPLE
BACON
EXTRA CHEESE
ONIONS
GREEN PEPPERS -HOT PEPPERS
OLIVES
ANCHOVIES

ADD ANY OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS - ONLY:

6.88
7.77
.89

7.98
8.97
.99

10.58
11.87
1.29

DOMINO'S DOUBLES - ANY 2ND PIZZA

3.99

3.99

4.99

W7 ANY ONE TOPPING
W7 ANY TWO TOPPINGS

TRY OUR FABULOUS CHEEZZTICKS

ONLY $3.99 • COKES ....ONLY $.50 EACH OR SIX PACKS ONLY $2.50

TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU BEST!

433-3111

433-2300
31 MILLER CR
JMU / S. MAIN ST

DOMINO'S

How You Ute Pizza At Home.

22 TERRIDR
VALLEY MALL / PORT REPUBLIC RD

S'MALX/SNAOT^^
ONE FOR

$

TWO FOR

I

ONE FOR

TWO FOR

™ ! *8.99
12.99 i™™ 13.99
5.
99
8.
99
Get a small pizza with one of your
Buy a medium PAN pizza with double
$io

favorite toppings for only $5.99! or get I cheese and two toppings for just $8.99! or
two for only $8.99!
I
get two for $12.99!
Good from 1 lam-4pm and after 9pm
■^^■m
^ •
««-.«,««
Expires: 9/30/92JI

I

Valsd at paroc.paar.1 store, only Not vakd Mh any other o<fcr Pno| IWCM
EH
do not Delude sales tax Our dnven cany lew than $20 00 Delivery
are— limited to ermire tafc driving.
IM

Vakd at paractpaant store, only Not valid with any other otW Pnoee |
do not include sale, tax Our dnven carry leu than $20 00 Deavery I
araaa arnated to eneure safe dnviraj

,.* "..«* -;tf*s~i>l/.= ^.'II1 -1-_- '

-pV-;-

Buy TWO large one topping pizzas for
just $13.99!
Expires: 9/30/92
VhUa at Mnaaxa. mm. easy Nat vatt. witt aay etW afcr. Prieas
daaat[llllllllllllM. Omtttm mMfim*mt»M Dakvary

James Madison Univeriy

'92
Scherer, Dukes work
toward championship

FOOTBALL OUTLOOK

by Joe Komik
editor

MIKE NEPFNER/THE BREEZE

Above: Head football coach Rip Scherer is starting hie second
season at JMU. Below right: The Dukes hope to make H to the
national championship this fall.

INSIDE
Dukes offensive challenge
Can the Dukes' improve
over last year's top
offense?/ll

Striving to be his

best

Dukes' quarterback Eriq
Williams consistently breaks
JMU football records/5

The forgotten front
Don't overlook the Dukes'
rough and tough offensive
linemen/13

^

A rough road Bes ahead
The Dukes won't have it easy this season,
facing three teams in the top 20/3

Looking back...
Take a look back at the trials and triumphs of
last year's Dukes/8

One year ago newly appointed head
football coach Rip Scherer stood
before the JMU faithless and said that
he came to Harrisonburg because he
knew this was a place where he could
win a national championship.
Nobody believed him.
Scherer brought his disciplined
style of football to the Dukes and
turned a lot of heads when his team
received a post-season bid for the first
time since 1987.
Then the Dukes took it a step
further and became the first squad in
JMU history to advance in the
playoffs when they beat the top seed
in the East on its own turf in what
Philadelphia Inquirer sports editor
Frank Dolson called, "the best game
he had ever seen." JMU defeated the
Delaware Blue Hens 42-35 in double
overtime.

"I think you can react to success in
one of two ways: you can say we are
going to be good this year because we
were good last year and assume that it
is automatic," Scherer said. "Or you
can use that as a catalyst to motivate
yourself because you fell short of
your goal last year."
The "goal" that Scherer is
referring to is a national
championship and the Dukes fell
short when Samford knocked them
off that road in the quarterfinals of the
playoffs last season. It is a path that
Scherer and the Dukes hope to
complete this season.
"We didn't really do anything last
year. We won nine games but we
could have won more so this year we
are focused on trying to improve on
last year," Scherer said. "Last season
was a learning experience and I made
a lot of mistakes that I need to
improve upon."
So this year the Dukes return with
OUTLOOK page 2
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Tailback Kenny Sims fell 85 yards short of the JMU record for
rushing last year and has his eye on breaking the single season
rushing record.
a goal in mind and living up to the
expectations that go along with being
a winning program is one of them.
"The way we approach football
here is not for everybody and the
guys that are here right now
understand the investment and the
commitment,'' Scherer said.
"It is serious business here and that
is the only way I can approach it

That has been my background, it is
the way I coach and the way I've
been brought up."
No one can argue with what Rip
Scherer did with the Dukes last
season.
"I think football is a game you
have got to play with passion and I
think being good means a lot to our
players." he said. "Last year at this

time I couldn't have said that, but I
have been around here a year and a
half and I see what they have
invested."
And in football, like in business,
investments pay dividends.
The Dukes enjoyed their most
productive offensive season in team
history last year. JMU averaged 31.9
points and 413 yards of offense a
game during the regular season and
33 points and 409 yards in the
playoffs. With the major components
of that team returning, it would
appear the Dukes are destined for
good things.
"I expect it to be a better offense
than last year and I expect us to
execute better," Scherer said. "When
our defense got the ball for us in good
field position last year we didn't take
advantage of it as much as we should
have."
Returning for JMU is 1,200-yard
rusher Kenny Sims. Sims, a senior,
carried the ball 23 times against
Virginia Tech in the season opener for
127 yards.
Returning wide receiver junior
David McLeod put up better numbers
in his sophomore season than Gary
Clark did at JMU in his in 1981.
McLeod caught 29 balls for 638 yards
and eight touchdowns.
Then there is Eriq Williams. All he
did was set seven school records and
throw for more yards and touchdowns
than any quarterback in JMU's
history.
"This is the first time in his career
that he has had the same offense back
to back and I think that is going to
make him better," Scherer said of
Williams. "I expect him to improve a
lot in terms of making better decisions
and seeing the field better."
Although no Dukes suffered a
major injury in week one at Virginia
Tech, JMU hasn't been totally injuryfree. They lost starting tackle Kris

Editors
JoeKornik
Steve Miranda

Orendorf with a knee injury. Scherer
said he hopes to have the sophomore
back by the Youngstown State game
(Sept 26).
"They are definitely a factor of the
game but you can't worry about
injuries," Scherer said. "We have lost
some good players but I think the
guys we have are more than capable
to help us take another step forward."
Sometimes to go forward you have
to go back first
In almost a repeat performance of
last season, the Dukes played a solid
half against Virginia Tech before
crumbling in the second half to the
bigger and deeper Hokies.
Another 29-point loss to Virginia
Tech was not the way the Dukes
wanted to start off the '92 campaign,
but Scherer and the Dukes refuse to
let it put a damper on the rest of the
season.
To me attitude is everything. As
long as you have the want to and the
will to you have a chance," Scherer
said. The most important thing we
have going for us is a good attitude.
That is what I see right now and that
is what gives me the most
encouragement.
"I just want the kids to be the best
they can be," Scherer said. "If we can
get as good as possible, as close to
maximizing our potential, then I
think we have a chance at being
pretty successful."
The Dukes play virtually the same
schedule this year as they did last
year before beginning play in the
Yankee Conference in 1993. This is
probably the last time the Dukes will
face long-time rivals such as Towson
State and Appalachian State.
Next season, JMU will face
schools such as Villanova and
Delaware. Richmond, William A
Mary, and Northeastern will stay on
the Dukes' schedule as members of
the newly expanded conference.
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Garrett Johnston
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ALL
Dukes to face three teams in top-20
Schedule includes contest at Youngstown to face defending national champions
Sept. 5: Virginia Tech 49-20
In a repeat performance of last year, the Dukes
stayed with Virginia Tech for the game's opening
half, but it was all Hokies in the second half as
Virginia Tech outscored the Dukes 35-6. Bright
spots for the Dukes included quarterback Eriq
Williams who was 10-15 with 128 yards and tailback
Kenny Sims who racked up 127 yards on 23 carries.
Sept. 12: at Richmond
Since head coach Jim Marshall took over three
years ago Richmond has gone a dismal 4-29 — but
don't let that figure fool you.
This is the same team that scored 18 unanswered
points in the fourth quarter last year before falling
short to the Dukes 47-42. JMU needed a goal line
stand in the game's final moments to secure the win.
Senior Ail-American candidate Eric Johnson
returns at linebacker to anchor the Spider defense.
Last season, Johnson led the Yankee Conference in
tackles with 179. Offensively, Richmond returns
junior quarterback Greg Lilly who threw for nearly
2,000 yards last season. Also returning is senior wide
receiver Sterling Brown who caught a team high 47
passes for 696 yards.
Sept. 19: vs. Hofstra
JMU and Hofstra will meet for the first time ever
on the third Saturday in September. The Flying
Dutchmen from Hofstra racked up an 8-2 record last
season and were first in the EC AC in total offense
with 477 yards a game. Hofstra finished second in
scoring with a 38-point average.
The Flying Dutchmen return five starters from last
year's offense including quarterback Tim Lynch and
both wide receivers. Last season, Stephen Ablondi
and Ken Colon combined for 52 receptions and five
touchdowns. On defense Hofstra returns five starters
including three linemen and two defensive backs.
Sept 26: at Youngstown State
There will be no fooling around when the Dukes
play the defending Division I-AA National
Champions. The Penguins defeated the Dukes 28-21
last year and are the preseason favorite to win the
championship again this year.
Head coach Jim Tressell returns 14 starters from a
team that compiled a 12-3 record last season. Senior
Tamron Smith returns at tailback for Youngstown
State. Last season. Smith amassed 1,545 yards and
10 touchdowns. Wide receivers Herb Williams and
Trent Boy kin both return for the Penguins. The two
combined for 53 catches a year ago.
Junior Nick Cochran is expected to step up and fill
the void left by last year's quarterback Ray Isaac.
Oct. 3: vs. Northeastern
The bad news for second-year coach Barry Gallup
is that his Huskies play virtually the same schedule
as last year when they only managed to win four
games. The good news is that he returns 14 starters
from that team. The best news is one of them is
senior quarterback Ralph Barone.
Barone threw for nearly 2,000 yards and 18

I

touchdowns last season. His two favorite targets also
return in Brandon Tsetsilas and Jeremy Gobeil.
Tsetsilas caught 30 passes for 434 yards last season.
Defensively, the Huskies return seven starters
including outside linebacker David Alwood. JMU
defeated Northeastern 27-10 in last year's contest.
Oct. 10: vs. Appalachian State
Appalachian State head coach Jerry Moore
believes in playing the best. That's why the
Mountaineers play North Carolina State and Wake
Forest in the season's opening weeks. Last season
his team compiled an 8-4 record before losing in the
first round of the playoffs to Eastern Kentucky 14-3.
The defense is anchored by tackle Avery Hall.
The 6-foot-2, 270-pound senior has started all 35
games in his career and has 232 career tackles.
Chip Hooks, who rushed for a 1,000 yards, returns
for the Mountaineers on offense as well as starting
quarterback DJ. Campbell. Campbell is no stranger
to the playing field. He, like Avery, has started all 35
games in his college career. Campbell threw for
1,517 yards last season as a junior.
Oct. 17: at Georgia Southern
The Eagles defeated the Dukes 24-21 at
Bridgeforth Stadium last season and lead the overall
series with JMU 6-1. Head coach Tim Stowers loses
13 of the 22 starters from a team that compiled a 7-4
record last season.

PRESEASON TOP
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

20

Youngstown St. 8-3-0
Marshall 8-3-0
Vlllanova 10-1-0
NE Louisiana 7-3-1
Northern Iowa 10-1-0
Eastern Kentucky 10-1-0
Alabama St. 9-0-1
Delaware 10-1-0
Idaho 6-5-0
Middle Tenn. St. 8-3-0
Weber St. 8-3-0
Holy Cross 11-0-0
Samford 10-1-0
Georgia Southern 7-4-0
McNeeseSt. 6-3-2
James Madison 8-3-0
Appalachian St. 8-3-0
Montana 7-4-0
New Hampshire 9-2-0
Southwest Mlssiouri 6-4-1
schools rfiowo h DoWprtrrf play
against JMU this soason.
KEN BURAKER/THE BREEZE

Middle Linebacker Nick Davis is one of two
returning defenders for the Eagles. The 5-foot-8,
208-pound junior led Georgia Southern in tackles
last season.
Georgia Southern will have a lot of new faces in
the offensive huddle this year. One of them will be
sophomore quarterback Charles Bostic. The Eagles
are inexperienced, but they know how to win.
Georgia Southern has won four national
championships in the last seven years.
Oct. 24: at Towson State
Head coach Gordy Combs inherits a nightmare at
Towson State. The program almost completely
folded a year ago until alumni contributions came
through and bailed the school out. The Tigers have
no scholarships for football and virtually no financial
backing from the university.
The good news is that nearly everyone is back for
the Tigers and it would appear that there was only
room for improvement on a team that registered only
one win in 11 tries.
Oct. 31: v». William & Mary
Last season was one of frustration for the Tribe of
William & Mary. Picked by many to be one of the
top Division I-AA schools in the country, the Tribe
ended up a mediocre 5-6.
Head coach Jimmye Laylock returns 14 starters
from that squad but gone are offensive weapons
Chris Hakel and Robert Green. Junior Shawn Boyer
will most likely fill Hakel's shoes and running back
Scot* Wingfield rushed for 333 yards last season.
Tight end Joe Person returns for the Tribe. Senior
linebacker and leading tackier Adrian Rich returns
on defense for W &M.
Last season JMU defeated the Tribe on an Eriq
Williams two-point conversion with :31 left to play.
Nov. 7: vs. Liberty
Senior quarterback Robbie Justino returns for the
Flames this season". As a junior, Justino threw for
3,176 yards and 18 touchdowns. Also returning are
the trio of wide receivers that combined for 60
catches a year ago.
Former Cleveland Browns head coach Sam
Rutigliano returns for his fourth season at Liberty's
helm. The Flames return 13 starters — seven on
offense and six on defense — from a team that went
4-7 last season.
Nov. 14: at Central Florida
The Knights of Central Florida have their
expectations set high for the coming season. The
team returns 17 starters after going 6-5 last season.
Bret Cooper and Mike Dickinson return at the wide
receiver position. The two combined for 84
receptions and 1,239 yards a year ago.
If the Dukes stop the pass they will still have to
contend with running back Willie English, who
rushed for 1338 yards last season.
On the other side of the ball, the Knights,
returning all three linebackers and safeties, should be
an excellent defensive squad.
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Williams looks to leave mark on JMU
Senior quarterback aims to continue his assault on JMU football record books
by Steve Miranda
editor
Ever since he began playing
football, Eriq Williams has always
had people telling him things he can't
do.
Now, as he begins his final season
as the greatest quarterback in school
history, Williams can finally enjoy a
season without skeptics and critics.
WUKame wants to be the beet

"When I was a junior (in high
school), one of my coaches told me
that they were going to try to help me
get a scholarship playing defensive
back at a small school," he
remembers. "I was out to prove to
them that I could play quarterback on
the college level."
And he has—in a big way.
Williams already holds JMU career
records in total offense and
touchdown responsibility. With a just
modest senior season, he will
eventually surpass JMU career marks
in passing yards, touchdown passes,
rushing touchdowns and points
scored.
All of this comes from a guy who
people said was too small to play
quarterback in Division-I.
"I was always small," Williams
says. "I always felt like I had
something to prove, to let them know
that I was as tough as the next guy.
I've had so many critics from previous
years."
And now, with all of his critics
silenced and nothing left to prove,
Williams has a final exclamation point
to put on his career.
"I won't be satisfied until my name
it on every quarterbacking record
here. In fact, I want to build these
records up so that nobody will ever
break them. That's a personal goal of
mine and it keeps me motivated and
allows me not to get complacent."
Williams began setting records at
JMU his freshman year. He started for
the first time in the sixth game of the
season, and became the first player in
JMU history to run for 100 yards and
pass for 100 yards in the same game.
As a sophomore, Williams started all
11 games, leading the team in passing
and rushing yards.
Last season, with a brand new
coaching staff and a new offensive
system, Williams shattered virtually
every JMU season record in leading
the Dukes to a 9-4 record and their

best season ever.
1 had people in high school tell me
that I couldn't play quarterback on die
college level," be says. "I think I've
done that"
And when you've had to work extra
hard for something, the rewards of
those labors become that much
sweeter.
Maintaining fan** ties

While Williams has certainly
overcome his share of obstacles on the
football field, those obstacles look like
ant hills when he thinks about the
broad picture. Williams seemsmost
proud of the influence he's had on his
family.
Eriq's father died when he was nine
years old. Being the oldest of four

children, Williams was dealt the
responsibility of helping raise the
family.
"I'm proud that both my brothers
chose to take the same road I did.
Both my brothers are playing football
and they're in school. My sister is in
high school now and she's an honor
student I feel like I had something to
do with that"
Williams can still remember a time
when he was less than a perfect role
model.
"I always hung out with the older
crowd. I was doing things that the
high school kids were doing when I
was still in junior high. Then I started
realizing that I had to set an example
for my brothers and sister. I settled
down, and started doing my

MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE
Quarterback Eriq Wittams is an All-American tawMato this year.

school workWilliams says his tough childhood
is what helped bring him to football.
"When I first started out playing, it
was an outlet for my aggressions. I
used to fight a lot to get my
aggressions out, but then I tried to turn
it around into a constructive way.
Football was a way for me to get my
aggressions out"
Football also provided a special
bond between him and his parents.
"I felt that, even though my father
couldn't be there to watch me, he was
still up in heaven watching me. I
didn't do it for myself at first. I
wanted for mother to come to the
games and be able to say that's her
son out there."
The future is what counts

The passage of time has allowed
Williams to put into perspective where
he is and where he has been.
"I've seen both sides of the road,
what could've happened. I realize that
if I kept on the road that I was on I see
where I would've ended up. I see my
friends back home, and I see where
they are, and what they're doing.
When I go home, I think how grateful
I am to be where I am."
Williams is now content with the
direction of his life. He and his
girlfriend have been together for seven
years, and their five-year old son
RaShaun just attended his fust day of
school. Williams couldn't be prouder.
And he is determined to make the
upcoming season his best yet. Last
year, Williams spent much of the early
season adjusting not only to the new
system employed by the coaching
staff, but also a coach with a different
personality than he was used to.
Williams' on-field work ethic is
aggressive, and he expects nothing
less from his teammates.
"Coach Scherer came in and
demanded some things of me that I
really didn't like. I'm so competitive,
that I feel if anybody is holding me
back from what I want to do, I'm
going to let that person know. I'd yell
at the players, and they would take it
in a negative way. Coach Scherer
wanted me to realize that there was a
positive way of doing those things."
This year, Williams knows a
national championship is within reach,
and if JMU is to contend, he must play
a major role. But for every yard he
WILLIAMS page 13
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Welcome Back JMU...
FOUR
Thermo Mug
STAR
onV
P0(P
PIZZA
Whk Any Hnkm
23t Refills Anytime!
"C«rrWO»»r

an Four Star Pixia

433-3776

433-3776

Hi ACCEPTS ALL PIZZA DELIVERY COUPONS 425 N. Main St,
FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

ACCEPTS CHECKS WITH PROPER I.D.

FOUR
STAR

SS ALSO DELIVERS SUBS, WINGS, AND BREADSTICKS
FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

HAS FREE DRINKS WITH MOST OF OUR COUPONS
■

FOUR

.'STARLunch

PIZZA

Includes one large
one-item pizza and
tour FREE 16 oz.

(••••i

drinks.
Limited Delivery Area

STAR

!••••!
+ tax

Special
r

One medium oneitem pizza and two
FREE 16 oz. drinks.

i

Expires 9-15-92jLimited Delivery Area

■ FOUR HP

Sub Deal

i***"*i

J
tax
Limited Delivery Area

JSTAR
isTAR

Expi

+ tax

1 •

Two Mediums
Include- iwo medium
two-item piz
(Drinks only 2r»c)

l5-92|Limited Deliven ,

Includes two large
one-item pizzas
and four FREE 16
oz. drinks.

Expires 9-15-92

\ A

Includes two BIG
12" subs and two
FREE 16 oz. drinks.

Sffig
Double
Deal
PIZZA
iii
Limited Deliven' Are;

■ PIZZA

Expires 9-15

FOUR
I CX333

- tax

Expires 9-1 5-92|Limited 1 V liven' A

Includes one large
one-item pizza .md
irFREE 16
drinks.
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Young squad seeks to increase takeaways

Dukes defense
by Drew van Essebtyn
staff-writer
For the 1992 football season all the attention
seems to be on repeating last year's record-setting
offense.
But the old football axiom of "defense wins
championships'' is a primary concern for head coach
Rip Scherer and defensive coordinator Jim Pleicher.
For the first time in seven seasons, JMU was not
ranked in the Division I-AA lop 20 in total defense.
With a lineup that returns only four starters from
last year's unit, the defense might not be able to
improve on a 26.3 points per game average.
"While we're less experienced, I think we'll be
more athletic," Scherer said. "I'm really excited
about our athletic ability on defense, but we're going
to be young.
"We want to be unpredictable and yet realize that
defense is played by playing fundamentals and
techniques.''
The Dukes also want to regain their standing as a
top 20 defensive team in Division I-AA.
"I want our defense to be an aggressive make-ithappen defense that creates big plays by virtue of a
multiple concept," Scherer said.
The main defensive goal is still to prevent the big
play against them, though.
"We must improve our ability to eliminate the big
play,'' Pleicher said. "But at the same time, we need
to increase our takeaways."
Big plays are 20-phis yards on a run and 25-plus
yards on a pass play.
The team lost its two top tacklers in inside
linebackers. Shannon Vissman and Garrett

MatC MEFFNOI/THE BREEZE
works in practice.

•

•

ks to dominate

MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE

The JMU defense wrap* up a Hokie rusher in the Dukes 49-20 loss last Saturday night.

Washington, and a four-year starter in strong safety
Richard Grievous.
"We did lose our four starting linebackers, but the
players we have returning have experience," Pleicher
said. "We just need for the young guys to rise to
what they can be."
The defense has been placed in the hands of
Pletcher, who begins his eighth season at JMU,
second under Scherer.
"One of the most positive things I did in putting
our staff together was to retain Jim Pletcher as
defensive coordinator," Scherer said of Pletcher, who
is a holdover from the Joe Purzycki era.
The respect seems to go both ways.
The great thing is that he's innovative," Pletcher
said of Scherer. "He's always trying to improve the
package by trying new things on defense."
The defense is described as a Multiple-30
configuration, which is basically a 3-4 front. The
Dukes look to run a pro-style defense, meaning they
have a designated rushing linebacker along with
three interior linemen.
The front line of the defense is anchored by
returning lettermen Chris Sullivan and Malik Moody
at tackle. The 6-foot-3, 275-pound Sullivan had 36
tackles last season. Moody, who tips the scales at
260, has been slowed by injuries in the past
Redshirt sophomore Eric Bryant, who as a true
freshman started against Appalachian Stale in 1990,
will occupy the nose guard position at 6 feet 3
inches, 295 pounds.
The defensive line is a younger group, but they
have had the benefit of playing experience due to
injuries in past years," Pletcher said. "We're
expecting great things from Malik Moody. He had a
great off-season and put in a lot of hard work."

The linebacking corps, despite losing all four
starters from last year, must be the solid core of the
defense. Pletcher said that the defense "is designed
to have the linebackers lead us in tackles."
Sophomore Tyrone Washington was moved from
tackle to outside linebacker to take advantage of his
pass rushing skills.
Sophomore Billy Johnson will play as the cover
guy on the weak side of the defense. Three-year
letterman Jim "Bubba" Chroniger, who is 6 foot 3
inches and 220 pounds, and 6-foot-2, 230-pound
sophomore Clint Dunn are taking the inside
linebacker positions, and offer the most experience
to the unit.
Last season Dunn was the leading reserve at
linebacker and started in the playoff game against
Delaware.
"Johnson and Dunn played well last season,"
Scherer said. "Chroniger is physical and a big play
type of player."
The defensive backfield is the most experienced
unit of the defense, with four former starters
returning to play.
Seniors Pat Carey and Chris Parrot shared time
last season at free safety, but this year Carey has
been shifted to strong safety. Parrot is coming back
after a shoulder operation. Carey had 50 tackles (28
unassisted) and a team-high three interceptions,
including a key interception in the win at William &
Mary in the regular season.
Senior Don Phelps and redshirt sophomore Robert
Smart are the cornerbacks, and on passing downs,
junior Marcus Carter and redshirt freshman David
Quattlebaum will provide added support
This unit has a lot of guys with heart, but we
DEFENSE page 14
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A SEASON
MEMORIES OF THE 199

Aug. 31, Blacksburg
The Dukes had an upset on their minds
against Division I-A Virginia Tech in Rip
Scherer's first game as head coach of JMU.
The Dukes gave the Hokies all they could
handle in the first half, trailing 14-6 going
into intermission. Tech pulled away in the
second half, and went on to win 42-12. JMU
quarterback Eriq Williams, pictured left, led
an impressive JMU offense that rolled up
over 300 yards total offense in the game.

Sept. 7,
Harrisonburg
In the first home game of die
year, JMU trounced 11thranked Central Florida 49-31.
Williams was brilliant,
connecting on 11 of 13 passes
for 211 yards and tied a school
record with four touchdowns.

Sept. 28,
Williamsburg
Williams' two-point
conversion with :31 remaining
was enough to give the Dukes
a 29-28 win over William &
Mary, and their third straight
win over a ranked opponent.
David McLeod (right) got the
Dukes on the scoreboard in the
first quarter with a 72-yard
touchdown pass, and his 30yard TD catch with under a
minute remaining set up
Williams' game-winning run.
Running back Kenny Sims ran
23 times for 107 yards,
breaking the 100-yard mark for
the fourth-straight game.

Oct. 26
The Dukes scon
possessions agai
with 4:35 left in
Homecoming ga
ball over five tir
18 straight point
within five poim
game, the JMU i
first and goal at
win.
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Nov. 30, Newark, Del.
The Dukes received an at-large bid to the NCAA I-AA tournament and met the
University of Delaware in the first round. JMU held a 35-21 lead, but Delaware scored
twice in a 4:31 stretch of the fourth quarter to send the game into overtime. Kenny Sims
fumbled at the Delaware 3-yard line in the first overtime, but went on to score the game
winning touchdown, a 25-yard dash, in the second overtime. The Dukes got two key
special teams' plays from J.C. Hall, who recovered a second-period on-sides kick and
blocked a 33-yard Delaware field goal attempt in the first overtime.

a

ki

L6, Harrisonburg
cored on five of their first six
igainst Richmond to build a 33-3 lead
tin the first half of the 1991
g game. But the Dukes would turn the
; times, allowing Richmond to score
oints in the fourth quarter to pull
oints at 47-42. With 2:58 left in the
IU defense stopped the Spiders on
I at the one-yard line to preserve the

Nov. 2,
Lynchburg
For the second time in
1991, Eriq Williams
scored a two-point
conversion in the closing
stages of the fourth
quarter to pull out a onepoint win. Williams
broke a JMU season
record with his 18th
touchdown pass of the
year. Kenny Sims ran for
68 yards in the fourth
quarter to spearhead the
Dukes' comeback.

Dec. 7, Harrisonburg
In the second round of the NCAA tournament, the Dukes hosted
Samford and like many games in 1991, this one went down to the
wire. JMU kicker Trey Weis (above) missed a 25-yard field goal
attempt with :49 left as the Dukes' season ended with a 24-21 loss.
An appreciative JMU crowd (below) gave the Dukes a standing
ovation as they left the field after the final game.
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Get personal
with your scope

(SIGMA PHI EP6ILQN
SCHEDULED RUSH EVENTS:
Sat. - Cookout • Crabs and Acoustics
Sun. - Spaghetti Dinner
Mon. - Go Carts
Tue. - Live Comedian

If you're interested in placing a classified, come down
to The Breeze in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall.
Deadline for Thursday's issue is noon Tuesday and for
Monday's issue, noon Friday. TTie first 10 words are
$2.50, and any additional group of 10 words is $2.

OLD NEWS
IS
GOOD FOR
SOMETHING
PLEASE RECYCLE
OLD NEWSPAPERS

Tra* 800 Mountain Bika
Ut $344.80
Now $280.99

Trak 820 Mountain Bika
Lfet $38999
Now $329.99

Trak 830 Mountain Bika
Ut $469.99
NOW $379.99

1570 S. MAIN, HARRISONBURG

434-5151

Call Tee Hicks - 564-1358

For a woman faced with an
unintended pregnancy
the right to choose
a safe and legal
abortion is not
just a political
issue. It's a deeply
personal matter in
her life — and a very
major decision.
We offer first trimester
abortion services
because we believe a
woman should have a
full range of options
available to her.
Call us for information; confidentially of
course. If needed, collect calls are accepted,
Hagerstown Reproductive
Health Services
Hagerstown, MD 21740

(301)733-2400
■
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Touchdown!
Offense looks to improve on record-setting season
by Ian Record
senior writer
Can they do it?
Can the 1992 JMU Dukes improve on last year's
offensive performance — the most successful in
team history?
The answer to those questions are not yet known,
but the ingredients are there. What recipe they make
will determine the success of this year's offense and
ultimately the success of the 1992 season.
With the majority of the offense's skilled position
players returning — including Eriq Williams, Kenny
Sims and David McLeod — the Dukes are confident
they can make a significant improvement.
"This offense is capable of matching or surpassing
last year's offensive numbers,'' said senior tailback
Sims, whose 1,199 regular-season rushing yards last
season is the second-highest in JMU history.
Last season's offense was nothing short of
spectacular, averaging 32 points and 414 yards of
offense per game — both team records. And despite
a four-touchdown loss in this year's opener against
Virginia Tech, the offense managed to roll up 20
points and 382 total yards — not bad considering it
was against a I-A opponent
Barring injury, Sims, who currently holds the
JMU record for yards-per-carry (6.7), should make a
bid for the team's career rushing mark. He rushed for
100 yards or more in six games last year — another
JMU record.
The Dukes can also look forward to the return of
junior receiver McLeod, a mainstay on last year's
offense. After compiling 29 catches for 634 yards
last season, he now ranks ninth in career receiving
yardage.
McLeod should be among the receiving leaders in
Division I-AA this season. He caught eight
touchdowns passes in 1991, best in team history.
But the success of the offense ultimately will be
dictated by the performance of senior quarterback

FILE PHOTO

Senior Kenny Sims returns for the Dukes after rushing for 1,199 yards last season

Eriq Williams, who coaches say is continuing to
improve.
"It all starts with Eriq," said Bob Colbert,
offensive coordinator. "Couple his experience with
the breakaway abilities of Sims and McLeod and we
are capable of improving on last year."
Williams emerged last season as a bonafide passer
to go along with already tremendous running ability,
earning him a third-team All-American selection. He
virtually rewrote the JMU record books last season,
setting team marks in passing yards (1,914),
touchdown passes (19), total offensive yardage
(2,389) and efficiency rating
(164.8) for a season — among
others.
JMU career records also
haven't eluded Williams, whose
records include total career
yardage with 5,155 —
remarkable when you consider
he has a full year of eligibility
left.
"Eriq is still learning and he
will improve a whole lot more,"
said starting junior tight end
Dion Foxx. "He is more patient
now than he ever was before in
the pocket"
Scherer agreed. 'This is the
first time in Eriq's career that he
FILE PHOTO
has had the same offenses back
to back. It's bound to help him."
Junior tight end Dion Foxx returns to fttabfee the. |ine
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Accomplishing similar offensive feats this season
may be difficult because of the Dukes' relatively
inexperienced offensive line. Senior tackle Chris
Thurman is the only starter from 1991 who currently
is playing.
"Those young players that haven't played a lot are
going to have to come through," Colbert said.
"Even though we are a bit thinner, our offensive
line jelled and molded itself into a good line,"
Scherer said. "This year's line can do the same."
The offense also was dealt with a pair of
unexpected blows during the offseason, losing two
starters from last year's team. The NCAA ruled
receiver Anthony Archer had no more years of
eligibility because he participated in a junior varsity
scrimmage as a freshman, and junior fullback Joe
Sparksman left the team last winter.
"We didn't expect to lose Archer and
Sparksman," Scherer said, "but the guys we have are
more than capable."
The coaching staff cited better execution as the
key to this season's offensive success.
"We need to be more consistent and depend less
on the big play," Colbert said. "We also need to
handle defensive pressure better."
Scherer said, "We need to eliminate turnovers and
become a better third down-and-long conversion
team. When our defense got us the ball in good field
position last year we couldn't take advantage."
Williams said, "We've proven last year that the
system works. It's there, so it is up to us to make it
wort"
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*%* knoKlt/ Jartdfculout Ifldort+callmv
parent; every Sunday at exactly 5 oclocK,
the* thihK I wa; kid^pped by aficnf. or
ittnething. A*** one Way ^ and
Hbrk we cteciae +o take-off and checkout

card ahd I head down to the taf pool ha/.
rwMcK I Kappen to.know ha; a payr*^
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o matter where you happen to be, the
AT&T Calling Card can take you home.
It's also the least expensive way to
call state-to-state on AT&T, when you can't dial
direct. With the new AT&T Call and Save Plan,
you'll get special discounts on AT&T Calling Card calls*
And once you have your card, you'll never need to apply

for another.
If you get your Calling Card now, your first
call will be free** And you'll become a member of
AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products
and services that saves students time and money.
All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of
this world.

To get an Anff Calling Card for off-campus calling, call 1800 654-0471 Ext 850.
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Linemen fight battles without glory
by J06 Korrak
editor
In any play in any football game,
five guys get knocked down, kicked,
punched, beaten, jumped on and then
knocked down again and no one even
knows their names. Pick up the
newspaper the day after a game and
their names are nowhere to be found.
They get no respect or recognition,
but they love their jobs. They're the
offensive linemen and they're a rare
breed.
"Every once in awhile you will get
legged-whipped or you will leg-whip
somebody, but that's just all part of
the game," said 6-foot-2, 290-pound
senior guard Chris Thurman. "We are
not supposed to get any recognition
and we aren't used to getting any.
"We've been playing offensive line
our whole lives because we have
always been the fat kids."
Maybe so, but these "fat kids" work
pretty hard in practice and the games.
"What people don't realize is that
we played every offensive down at
Tech while they were rotating two or
three guys in and out every series,''
senior tackle Derek Spangler said.
"The offensive line is one of the few
groups that hits full contact at every
practice. Backs and quarterbacks
never hit in practice but everything we
do is at full speed.''
In addition to the work on the

FILE PHOTO

The JMU offensive Ine watches about two hours of film a day.
practice field, the offensive linemen
spend about two hours every day
watching game films.
"They are about the hardestworking bunch of guys I've ever been
around,'* offensive line coach Don Eck
said.
Last season, the JMU offense

enjoyed its most successful season in
school history. Quarterback Eriq
Williams set seven JMU season
records while tailback Kenny Sims
rushed for nearly 1,200 yards. None of
which would have been possible if not
for the hard work of the line.
"We may not get the credit that

other players do, but we take a lot of
pride in the accomplishments of
Kenny and Eriq," said Spangler, who
measures 6-foot-3, 275 pounds.
"Those guys know they wouldn't be
doing those things without us."
Because offensive linemen spend
so much time together they tend to
become a rather close group.
"I think we are a very tight group
because none of us really gets any
recognition," Spangler said. "It brings
us closer because we work as a group
and don't get jealous of anyone else."
Eck agreed that part of the success
of the offensive line is how well the
group functions as a unit
"We work so much as a group that
we are only as good as our weakest
guy," he said. "It is coach Scherer's
philosophy that all the offensive
linemen work together and pull
together to make each other better. It
is a real grind in there and it is where
the games are usually won and lost."
The only time a linemen's name is
mentioned is when he does something
wrong.
"We are just expected to get the job
done on every play," said 245-pound
sophomore center John Kraus, who
started his first game for the Dukes
last weekend at Virginia Tech.
"There's really no pressure on any of
us until it comes time to watch the
game films at practice."

Williams

gains this year, for every record that
falls and for every individual award he
receives, he must pay the price for
success.
"I feel I've gotten a bad rap, as far
as being the type of player who is only
out for himself," he says. "I've always
been a team player. I would rather
have us winning and spread the ball
out to everybody like we did last year
than me have the individual statistics
and have us losing."
Williams is admittedly selfish about
one thing: a shot at the NFL. Despite
his success as a quarterback, Williams
realizes that, at his size and strength,
his only avenue to the NFL is as a
return specialist or defensive back.
"I'm getting to the point where I
have to look at my future, and think if
I have a chance to play professional
football. From that aspect, I am
looking out for myself. I feel I have
the athletic ability, and I've been
playing the game long enough to
switch over (to defensive back)."
Just don't tell Williams that he

CONTINUED from page5

MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE

Senior Eriq Williams, who was 10-15 passing for 128 yards against Virginia Tech in the Dukes' 4920 loss, hopes to lead the Dukes to another post-season playoff game before he graduates.
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Defense.
CONTINUED from page 7

FILE PHOTO

Senior Pat Carey returns as a fourth-year starter to anchor the Dukes defense at strong safety.

have a tendency to be lazy with our
technique," Carey said. "Coach
Pletcher has really emphasized
technique this season."
Pletcher and the rest of the defense
look to be more than able to hold thenown in facing the schedule of
predominantly Division I-AA
opponents.
"We're not looking at one team as
being easier than any other,"
Chroniger said about the Dukes'
schedule. "All games are a challenge,
and each week we look to respond to
new challenges."
Pletcher feels the key to the Dukes'
defensive success is desire.
"Husde, pursuit, and gang tackling
will all help prevent too many broken
tackles," Pletcher said. "We set a team
season-long goal of not allowing more
than 14 points per game. That will
only happen through fanatical defense
and great effort on the part of our
guys.
"As a defense, we need to swarm
the ball We have the athletes, and we
have the ability to be a good unit"

In Need of cash? Experience?

'S

The Breeze is now hiring:

Restaurant

Account Executive

l»*«r« miufc ttvmm i— limr-rtaomburv

Gibb Droll

Drool with DrolL'.'

faty TOAST & JAM A, id k
gaturJay- Convertibles
/ffoita

-MOMIW

Classic Rock

Ni(,ln \1\d\iss W w / I In IxoMitks
ket Joy .-' ■ *

Tutty— Open Stage at 9:30 \v/ Sadler & Scgrc
/><-< taco & '>($$■' oar/

h/cdna-Jy— SAVOY TRUFFLE Hardest working bar band!
Tiirsty — The Mosaics
Progressive music from Radford

iiAlirawSitm,

^4,-Eddie from Ohio

Coming in September!!!!!!)
^-AFRICAN DRUMFEST
23*1- NEWMAN UNDERGROUND

24th —liaaba Selh
26ti-W&
30th

Responsibilities:
Calling on local businesses to aquire accounts for
advertising within the Breeze. You will work as a
liason between your clients and your ad designer.

Succatash

Any questions or comments,
calI435-TUNE
24 hours a day

Coming In
Octoter!!!!!!

Full Stop
Jimmy Thackery

Ad Designer
Responsibilities:
Designing ads for local businesses to be published in the
Breeze twice per week. You will work with your
account executive to give the client the desired results.
Send Cover Letter • Resume • Clips to :
Travis Anderson
Executive Business Manager
The Breeze
Anthony Seeger Hall
Deadline: Wed. Sept. 16
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Scherer looks to improve
special teams play in '92
by Garrett Johnston
stttf writer

MIKE HEFFHERTHE BREEZE

JMU kicker Trey Wets watches as his 43-

yard field coal sals wide.

Don't pile on
the rabbit
The Dukes practice a irrJe
gang tackling in the third

quarter of their opener at
Virginia Tech last weekend.
Jim Chroniger and a host of
JMU defenders bring a HoMo
ball carrier down. Virginia

Tech went on to defeat the
Dukes 49-20.

MIKE HEFFNEH/THE BREEZE

Perhaps the most glaring weakness in Rip
Scherer's otherwise successful first season at JMU
was the performance of the special teams.
While the Dukes went 9-4 and reached the NCAA
quarterfinals in 1991, the punting and place-kicking
teams never reached the level of performance and
consistency that mark a championship team.
"We want to be better than we were last year,''
said Scherer. "We did have some breakdowns
Saturday (against Virginia Tech), but other than that
I think we have improved."
The Dukes had some costly breakdowns last
season. They surrendered three touchdowns on
special teams— two on punt returns, including one
against Samford in the playoffs, and a kickoff return.
The punters were definitely part of the problem.
Thad Hudson and Brad Hudgins combined for an
average of 34.1 yards per kick, which was JMU's
worst since 1974 when the program was Division III.
To help solve the punting problem, Scherer
recruited transfer Scott Frazier. In two years at
Hinds Community College in Jackson, Miss. Frazier
averaged 42.3 yards a punt.
During summer practice Frazier beat out Hudgins
and two others for the starting nod and averaged
42.8 yards in six punts against Virginia Tech
Saturday.
"Our punting is improved significantly," said
Scherer. "If you judge him by that one game in a
hostile environment, I think be did very well. We
have a lot of confidence he'll get better. [But] at

times he needs better hang time."
The place-kicking was also a sore spot early in the
'91 season. Mike Granuzzo missed two extra points
in the first game and made just one of five field goal
attempts before being replaced by Trey Weis five
games into the season.
Weis was effective the rest of the year, connecting
on four out of six attempts but probably will only be
remembered for his last-second miss against
Samford in the NCAA tournament game.
Weis has held onto the field goal and extra point
chores for the new season. Against Tech he
struggled, missing one field goal, and having an
extra point and a field goal blocked.
But Scherer said Weis is in no jeopardy of losing
his job anytime soon. "It's unfair to judge Trey on
one night. That was a coaching mistake on the one
blocked field goal," he said.
But Weis knows he has to improve on last
Saturday's disappointing performance.
"If I don't perform well, (Scherer) has to look at
someone else," he said. "Ultimately I just have to get
the job done."
There could be some additional excitement on the
special teams — that is, if senior starting quarterback
Eriq Williams has his way.
Williams, who relies on his athletic ability to
make big plays, wants to return kicks in hopes of
catching the attention of professional scouts. He
knows he doesn't have the size or the drop-back
style that NFL coaches love.
For the time being, though, wide receiver John
Allen will handle the punt returns and starting
running back Elvin Brown will return the kickoffs.
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The Best Pizza in Town... ffmtt
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TACKLE YOUR HUNGER
with

veume
Delivered On The Double!
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433-0606
$
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ONE TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 DRINKS

THREE TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 DRINKS

ONE TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 DRINKS

Original or Pan Perfect
Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary
Price includes tax

Original or Pan Perfect

Original or Pan Perfect
Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary
Price includes tax

Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary
Price includes tax

$

9

THREE TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 DRINKS
Original or Pan Perfect
Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary
Price includes tax

